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Abstract 

The most general supersymmetric model with minimal particle content and an 

additional discrete Z 3 symmetry, which allows lepton number violating terms, is 

considered. In this model, we calculate at the level of one-loop the resulting Majorana 

neutrino masses and the flavour violating radiative decays of charged leptons, l -+ l''Y· 

We first study the neutral scalar sector of the model, performing a calculable ro

tation of the scalar fields to a basis in which the sneutrino vacuum expectation values 

are zero. Lagrangian parameters are initialised without recourse to assumptions con

cerning trilinear or bilinear terms, CP-conservation or intergenerational mixing and 

one-loop corrections to the neutrino masses are analysed. We present scenarios in 

which the experimental data are reproduced. We find that with bilinear lepton num

ber violating couplings in the superpotential of the order lMeV the atmospheric mass 

scale can be reproduced. Certain trilinear superpotential couplings, usually of the 

order of the electron Yukawa coupling can give rise to either atmospheric or solar 

mass scales and bilinear supersymmetry breaking terms of the order 0.1GeV2 can set 

the solar mass scale. 

Taking parameters which correctly describe the neutrino sector, we consider their 

repercussions in flavour violating radiative lepton decays. Such decays have not 

been observed and upper bounds on their branching ratios exist. We note that 

certain parameter sets, which correctly describe the neutrino sector, will also generate 

observable branching ratios and suggest four such sets as Benchmarks scenarios. 

We present as Appendices the full set of Feynman Rules for the general super

symmetric standard model with minimal particle content and details of the loop 

calculations in the Weyl spinor notation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

There is now considerable evidence that neutrinos produced in both the Sun and the 

upper atmosphere undergo flavour oscillation during their propagation [1]. This ob

servation suggests that neutrinos, in contradiction with their description in the Stan

dard Model (SM), are, in fact, massive particles. Through oscillation experiments 

it is possible to discern further properties of the neutrino sector; the mass differ

ences between generations are many orders of magnitude smaller than the masses of 

the charge leptons, the mass difference driving the atmospheric oscillations is much 

greater than that of the solar oscillations, and the lepton mixing matrix, which ap

pears at the charged-current weak boson vertex, is most unlike the CKM matrix [2,3], 

its analogue in the quark sector. As such, the Standard Model must be extended in 

some manner to encompass this new insight. 

There remain open questions concerning the nature of the neutrino. It is un

known, for example, whether the neutrino is a Dirac or a Majorana particle. If 

the neutrino is a Dirac particle, a new field must be introduced to the model, the 
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right-handed neutrino, which carries a conserved quantum number differentiating 

the neutrino from the anti-neutrino. If the neutrino is a Majorana particle, lepton 

number must be violated, giving rise to processes, such as neutrinoless double beta 

decay, which are as yet unseen by experiment. 

Not only does the Standard Model fail to describe these recently observed neu

trino phenomena, but it is also blighted by the sensitivity of the Higgs potential to 

radiative corrections [4]. The mass of the Higgs boson, for example, obtains large 

corrections at the order of one-loop. This results in the physical mass of the Higgs 

boson being dependent on energy scales introduced to the theory which are higher 

than the electroweak scale. As such, we would rely upon an unattractive conspiracy 

between Lagrangian parameters, producing a delicate cancellation, for the theory to 

work. 

This imposition, that Lagrangian parameters take 'finely-tuned' values, is known 

as the 'hierarchy problem', the amelioration of which is a primary reason for incorpo

rating Supersymmetry (SUSY) into theories which extend the SM [4]. By introducing 

SUSY, a symmetry between particles of different spin, the cancellation of large ra

diative corrections is ensured due to counteracting contributions from scalar and 

fermion loops. 

In constructing a Supersymmetric model difficulties arise. First, if Supersymme

try is an unbroken symmetry of the model, the fermions and bosons which it relates 

must be degenerate in mass. This is clearly in contradiction with observation and it 

follows that supersymmetry must be 'broken' in some manner. Secondly, if a model 

is constructed as follows: assuming a minimal particle content and including all pos

sible operators allowed by Lorentz invariance, the Standard Model gauge symmetries 
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and renormalizability; it can be seen that tree-level proton decay processes exist. To 

constrain the values given to these dangerous Lagrangian parameters enough to en

sure proton stability is unattractive. Instead, a further discrete symmetry can be 

imposed when constructing the model to ensure such processes are absent. For this 

study, a Lagrangian in which lepton number is explicitly broken is chosen; later, we 

shall fully define this model, the Lepton number-violating Minimal Supersymmetric 

Standard Model, the ~-MSSM, and present the superpotential. 

This thesis concerns the following proposition. Neutrino masses can arise through 

mixing, at both tree-level and higher order, with heavy neutral particles; in this case, 

because lepton number is not conserved, the neutrino interaction eigenstates mix with 

the neutralinos, the supersymmetric partners of the Higgs and vector bosons. Further 

contributions to neutrino masses arise at the level of one-loop, their magnitude being 

determined by further lepton number violating parameters in the Lagrangian. 

We investigate the ~-MSSM fully. In Chapter 2 we will introduce the algebra 

of Supersymmetry and the manner in which a SUSY invariant Lagrangian can be 

constructed. We will write down the most general superpotential for a Lorentz and 

SUSY invariant, minimal particle content, renormalizable and SU(3)c x SU(2)L x 

U(l )y model and see explicitly the terms which violate lepton number and baryon 

number. We then present, in Appendix C, the Lagrangian and Feynman rules of 

this, most general, R-parity violating model. 

In Chapter 3 we consider the scalar sector of the ~-MSSM. We first consider 

the neutral scalar sector and the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry, 

which in turn gives masses to fermions and the weak bosons. In the lepton number 

violating model, five complex neutral scalar fields aquire vacuum expectation values 
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( vevs). We solve this system and choose a convenient basis for calculation. 

Building on this, in Chapter 4 we investigate the fermionic sector. We discuss 

the manner in which Lagrangian parameters can be initialised such that the correct 

mass and mixing parameters for leptons are reproduced. Because the basis has been 

chosen to simplify the neutral scalar sector and also due to the fact that the charged 

leptons mix with the charginos, this step deserves careful consideration. 

In Chapter 5, renormalisation issues and radiative corrections to the neutrino 

masses are considered. By considering all possible loop corrections, we are able to 

describe various scenarios in which the current neutrino observations can be repro

duced within this model. 

In Chapter 6 we consider whether the sets of parameters which correctly describe 

the neutrino sector will give rise to flavour violating radiative decays of charged 

leptons. Such events have not been observed by experiment and, accordingly, strong 

bounds exist on the branching ratios which are soon to be further improved. 

Supporting material is collected and presented in the Appendices. In Appendix 

A, the Weyl spionor notation is defined and notes are presented on diagonalising 

matrices, how the resulting mixing matrices arise in vector boson vertices and the 

manner in which they can be parameterised. 

In Appendices B and C, the Lagrangian for the general Minimal Supersymmetric 

Standard Model (MSSM), being the MSSM without the imposition of an additional 

discrete symmetry, is presented. In Appendix B, the Lagrangian is presented in terms 

of interaction eigenstates and before the neutral scalar fields have been expanded 

around the vacuum expectation value; in Appendix C, the neutral scalar fields acquire 

vacuum expectation values, and are rotated into the mass eigenbasis. Further, in 
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Appendix C, the Feynamn Rules for the vertices of the theory are given in terms of 

Lagrangian parameters and the matrices which define the rotation from interaction 

eigenstate to mass eigenstate. These rotation matrices are collected and presented 

in Appendix D. 

Appendix E contains the proof of the Courant-Fisher theorem, which is required 

for the analysis of the mass spectrum of neutral scalars. Appendices F and G present 

the one-loop results for the self-energies of neutral fermions and the radiative decays 

of charged fermions, respectively. 
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Chapter 2 

Constructing Supersymmetric 

Lagrangians 

2.1 Superfields 

The algebra of Supersymmetry [5] is defined by the following (anti)commutation 

relations, 

[Qa, PJl] = 0 

{Qa, Q,g} = 0 

[Qa, PJL] = 0 

{Qa,Qb}=O 

{ Qa, Qa} = 2a~apJl, (2.1) 

where f-t, V = 0, ... '3 are Lorentz four-vector indices; a:, (3 = 1, 2 and a, /3 = 1, 2 

are indices of the left- and right-handed Weyl spinor representations of the Lorentz 

group, repsectively; MJLv and Pll are the generators of the Poincare group; and, Qa 
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and Qa are the generators of the group of Supersymmetric transformations. For 

more details on definitions, notation and spinor algebra see Appendix A.l. 

An element from the group of finite Supersymmetry transformations, can then 

be written as follows, 

(2.2) 

where () and B are anti-communting variables known as Grassman variables. We 

denote a superfield, <I>(x, (),B), which depends on these Grassman variables as well as 

the spacetime coordinates, xw It then follows that the infinitessimal transformations 

are given by, 

Q- - . a ()a J.L ~ 
0:- 'l [)BO: - O"aO:uJ.L ' (2.3) 

and covarient derivatives are defined as, 

a -· 
D - . J.L ()a~ 

a - -'l [)()a - 0" aci UJ.L D- - . a ()a J.L ~ 
0:- 'l [)BO: + O"aO:uJ.L . (2.4) 

Because of the Grassman algebra, a power series expansion of the superfield in terms 

of () and B terminates. As such, the general form can be given by, 

<I>(x, (),B)= cp(x) + B'ljJ(x) + Bx(x) + ()()F(x) + BBH(x) 

(2.5) 

This general representation is reducible. We require just two irreducible representa-

tions, one, the chiral superfield, to describe the standard model fermions and Higgs 

bosons and their superpartners, the other, the vector superfield, to describe the gauge 

bosons and their superpartners. 
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The left-handed chiral superfields are defined by the property, 

Da,cl? = 0, (2.6) 

similarly, the right-handed chiral superfields obey, 

(2.7) 

As such, the chiral superfields can be expanded into components. For example, the 

left-handed chiral superfield can be given by, 

- - 1 --
cl?(x, (), ()) = cp(x) + iOaJJ.()()JJ.cp(x) + 4()()()e8JJ.()JJ.cp(x) 

+V2e'l/J(x)- :n,eeaJJ.'ljJ(x)aJJ.B + eeF(x) (2.8) 

where, as we shall see later, <p and '1/J are physical scalar and Weyl fermion fields, 

respectively, and F is an auxiliary field. 

The important point to note is that under SUSY transformations it can be shown 

explicitly that the F -term transforms into a total derivative, bosonic fields transform 

into fermionic fields and the fermionic fields transform into bosonic fields. 

The vector superfield is defined by the property, 

- - t -V(x, e, e) - V (x, e, e) , (2.9) 

in addition to this, we require the vector field component of this superfield to be 

a gauge boson. To ensure that this is the case, a supersymmetric version of gauge 

invariance, 

(2.10) 

where A is a chiral superfield and g is the gauge coupling, is demanded. This allows 

the choice of Wess-Zumino gauge to be made. The vector superfield can then be 
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expanded, 

- - -- -- 1 --
V(x, e, e)= -e(JJ-leAJ-L(x) + ieee)..(x)- wee)..(x) + 2eeeen(x) . (2.11) 

where AJ-L is a real vector field, ).. is a Weyl fermion field and D is an auxiliary field 

which transforms into a total derivative under SUSY transformations. 

We move now to construct a Lagrangian which is invariant under SUSY trans-

formations. As such, we construct the Lagrangian from the F- and D-terms in chiral 

and vector superfields, which themselves transform into total derivatives. 

First, consider the product <I><I>t, which is itself a vector superfield. The term 

given by, 

(2.12) 

is therefore invariant under SUSY transformations, and contributes kinetic terms for 

scalars and their partner fermions to the Lagrangian. The auxiliary field does not 

have a kinetic term, and will be integrated out, later, using its equations of motion. 

To include the gauge interactions, we make the replacement [)J-L-+ DJ-L = [)J-L +igA~Ta 

where ra are the group generators, g is the gauge coupling and, 

(2.13) 

The second type of contribution, will come from products of chiral superfields, 

<I>i<I>j, <I>i<I>j<I>k ... which are themselves chiral superfields. From this we can see that 

the contribution 

J d2e ['"" k·<I>· +~'""m· ·<I>·<I>. + ~ '""g· ·k<I>·<I> ·<I>kl L.....t I I 2 L.....t IJ I J 3 L.....t IJ I J l 

i i,j i,j,k 
(2.14) 
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is invariant under SUSY transformations and contributes mass terms and scalar-

fermion-fermion interactions to the Lagrangian. 

Collecting the two previous contributions, and integrating out the F F* term, the 

contributions to the Lagrangian can be written, 

where the interactions are given by the superpotential, 

(2.16) 

Next, we must add the kinetic terms for gauge bosons to the Lagrangian, we 

define a chiral superfield, Wa, where 

(2.17) 

The product Wawa is gauge invariant and can be expanded into component fields 

as, 

_1_W wa =-~Fa paJ.Lv + ~Da Da + (-~>..aa~-'o _xa + ~gfabc >..aaJ.L Ab _xc + H c) 
32g2 Q 4 J.LV 2 2 J.L 2 J.L • • ' 

(2.18) 

which contributes kinetic terms for the gauge bosons and gauginos and the interaction 

between gauginos and gauge bosons. The auxiliary D fields can then be integrated 

out. 

Finally, we add supersymmetry breaking terms. Because mass degenerate scalar 

and fermion pairs have not been observed, it is clear that SUSY must be broken. A 

number of mechanisms for this breaking have been suggested, however, it is sufficient 
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here merely to add all the terms which could break supersymmetry while maintaining 

the cancellation of quadratic divergences to the Lagrangian. As such, we have not 

attempted to understand SUSY breaking, but we are able to parameterize its pos

sible effects. Such 'soft' SUSY breaking terms are [6]: scalar mass terms, -m~I~PI 2 ; 

gaugino mass terms, -~mA.\.\; trilinear scalar terms, -AJkiPiiPJIPk; bilinear scalar 

terms, - BiJIPiiPJ; linear scalar terms, -CiiPi· 

2.2 Contributions to the Lagrangian 

We can now gather all the contributions defined above together, showing the manner 

and the origin of terms which appear in the Lagrangian. 

Kinetic term for scalar: 

Kinetic term for fermion: 

Both arising from combinations of chiral superfields in the form J d2(}d20if>if>t 

Kinetic term for gaugino: 

Kinetic term for gauge bosons: 

Gaugino interactions: 
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The three terms above arise from J d20d2ewa:wa + H.c 

Yukawa terms: 

F-terms: 

lewl 2 

- L acpi 
l 

D-terms: 
2 _ L ~ L ( cp7a11Aabcpn 2 

l A 

Arise from combinations of chiral superfields of the form J d20cJ\, <I>i<I>j, <I>i<I>j<I>k and 

having integrated out auxiliary fields. 

SUSY breaking terms: 

We add all possible 'soft' terms which do not disrupt the cancellation of quadratic 

divergences. 

2.3 Constructing the (t )-Minimal Supersymmetric 

Standard Model 

We wish to construct a minimal particle content SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l)y model 

which is Lorentz invariant, renormalisable and invariant under SUSY transforma-

tions. From the previous section, we know the way in which terms can be added 

to the Lagrangian and the relations between them. We now need to define the 

superfields of the model, the quantum numbers they carry and the form of the su-

perpotential. 
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Chiral Superfield SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)y Field Components 

Q~,x (3,2,i) 

Dcx 
t (3, 1, ~) 

ucx 
! 

- 2) (3, 1, -3 

La 
! (1, 2, -~) 

Eci (1, 1, 1) 

Ha 
I (1, 2, -~) 

(1,2,~) 

Vector Superfield SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)y 

(1, 1,0) 

(1,3,0) 

(8, 1, 0) 

I \ \ 
-x ULi u£i 

' d£i d£i 

dffi ' dRi 

uffi , uRi 

\ iig J 

Field Components 

B, BJ-L 

w<A), wJA) 

{;(X)' G~X) 

Figure 2.1: Particle content of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. Where 

Qix, Dcf, Ucf, Lf, Eci, Hf, H2 are the chiral superfield particle content, i = 1, 2, 3 

is a generation index, x = 1, 2, 3 and a = 1, 2 are SU(3) and SU(2) gauge group 

indices, respectively. 
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Each standard model particle is placed in its own superfield, as defined in Ta-

ble 2.1, and the most general superpotential that contains these fields, is given by 

+~ALLEe + A1 LQne- K,LH2 

+~A"Ue ne ne. 
2 

(2.19) 

The second line will contribute terms to the Lagrangian which violate lepton number 

and the last line will give rise to baryon number violation. Such lepton or baryon 

number violation does not arise in the SM, however that fact that none of the terms 

in the Standard Model violate lepton number (L) is not due to an imposed symme-

try, but merely reflects the fact that all such combinations of SM fields are ruled 

out by consideration of gauge invariance and renormalisability [7]. For supersym-

metric extensions of the SM this is no longer true. In the Minimal Supersymmetric 

Standard Model [4], lepton number and baryon number (B) violating terms appear 

naturally, giving rise to tree-level processes, proton decay for example, which are al-

ready strongly constrained by experiment. Either, bounds can be set on Lagrangian 

parameters, or a further discrete symmetry can be imposed on the Lagrangian, such 

that these processes are absent. 

It has been shown that there are three preferred discrete symmetries which can 

be imposed when constructing the model [8, 9], and once any of these symmetries 

are imposed the proton is stable. The discrete symmetry most commonly imposed 

is known as R-parity (Rp) [10-12]. Under R-parity the particles of the Standard 

Model including the scalar Higgs fields are even, while all their superpartners are 

odd. Imposing this symmetry has a number of effects. First, any interaction terms 
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which violate lepton number or baryon number will not appear. Second, the decay 

of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) into SM particles would violate Rp; 

the LSP is therefore stable. Third, the sneutrino vacuum expectation values (vevs) 

are zero; without extending the MSSM field content, spontaneous generation of Rp 

violating terms is phenomenologically discounted [13]. The second discrete symmetry 

is a unique, Z 3 symmetry which results in the MSSM with lepton number violation 

but not baryon number violation; denoted here as (U-MSSM. The third is a Z 6 

symmetry refered to as proton hexality. 

We consider here the Jt-MSSM 1
, the superpotential for which is given by 

W = tab [ ~ Aaf3k .C~ .C~ Ek + A~jk .C~ Q~ x Dk x - /.La .C~ H~ + (Yu )ij Qf x H~ ()j x] · 

(2.20) 

As lepton number is not conserved, the L and H1 superfields have no quan-

turn number to differentiate them. As such, we combine them into .C~=o, ... ,3 = 

( Hf, Lf=1 2 3 ) to emphasise the fact that any distinction between the superfields is ar-

bitrary. J.La is the generalised dimensionful J.L-parameter, and Aaf3k, >.~jk• >.~jk, (Yu )ij 

are Yukawa matrices with tab and txyz being the totally anti-symmetric tensors, with 

tl2 = tl23 = +1. 

The Lagrangian and Feynman rules for the .ft-MSSM are obtained by setting the 

Baryon number violating couplings, >.." and h", to zero in the expressions presented 

in Appendices B and C. 

1See Ref. [14] for a review of the phenomenology of this model, whose notation we follow here. 
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Chapter 3 

The :r,L-MSSM at tree level: Scalar 

Sector 

If lepton number conservation is not imposed, bilinear terms exist in the Lagrangian 

which give rise to mixing between leptons and non-leptons [11, 14-21]. In particular, 

the neutrinos will mix with the neutralinos and the sneutrinos will mix with the 

neutral scalar Higgs fields; cruxially all five complex neutral scalar fields can acquire 

vacuum expectation values. Minimising this ten parameter potential in general is 

not straightforward, it is more convenient to simplify the problem by choosing an 

appropriate basis in the neutral scalar sector. We have introduced the notation 

La= (H1 , Li) where H1 and Li are the chiral superfields containing one Higgs doublet 

and the leptons, respectively (a= 0, ... , 3 and i = 1, ... , 3). Furthermore, starting 

from the interaction basis, we are free to rotate the fields and choose the direction 

corresponding to that of the 'Higgs' field. Assuming that the system defining the five 

complex vacuum expectation values of the fields were solved, four complex vevs, Va, 
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would define a direction in the four dimensional (H1, Li) space. One can then choose 

the basis vector which defines the Higgs fields to point in the direction defined by 

these vacuum expectation values. We refer to this basis, in which the 'sneutrino' (as 

we call the fields perpendicular to the 'Riggs' field) vevs are zero, as the 'vanishing 

sneutrino vev basis' [16, 22-24]. This basis has the virtue of simplifying the mass 

matrices and vertices of the theory and, thus, is better suited for calculations. 

Basis independent parameterisations can be chosen which explicitly show the 

amount of physical lepton number violation [25-27]. Values for physical observables 

such as sneutrino masses and mass splitting between CP-even and CP-odd sneutrinos 

have been derived in the literature in terms of these combinations but usually under 

some approximations (for example the number of generations or CP-conservation). 

We find this procedure in general complicated for practical applications and we shall 

not adopt it here. 

Instead, we present in the next section a calculable procedure for framing the most 

general MSSM scalar potential in the vanishing sneutrino vev basis. An advantage of 

our procedure is to obtain a diagonal 'slepton' mass matrix, two real non-zero vacuum 

expectation values and the neutral scalar potential determined by real parameters 

in the rotated basis. The latter proves that the neutral scalar sector of the most 

general L-violating MSSM (and, in fact, R-parity violating MSSM) exhibits neither 

spontaneous nor explicit CP-violation in agreement with [28]. In Section 3, the 

tree-level masses and mixing of the neutral scalar sector is investigated. Using the 

Courant-Fischer theorem for the interlaced eigenvalues, we prove that there is always 

at least one neutral scalar which is lighter than the tree-level Z-gauge boson. We 

present approximate formulae which relate the Higgs masses, mixing and Higgs-gauge 
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boson vertices of the R-parity conserving (RPC) case with the R-parity violating 

(RPV) one. In Section 4, the positiveness of the scalar mass matrices and stability 

of the vacuum are discussed. The contents of this chapter are based upon Ref. [24]. 

3.1 Basis choice in the neutral scalar sector 

In this section we develop a procedure connecting a general neutral scalar basis with 

the vanishing sneutrino vev basis, the latter being more convenient for practical 

applications. The five neutral scalar fields, iha and hg, from the SU(2) doublets, 

La= (iha, e£af and H2 = (ht, hgf, form the most general neutral scalar potential 

of the MSSM, 

V:eutral 

(3.1) 

where general complex parameters ba, an hermitian matrix (m~) a.B and m~2 all 

arise from the supersymmetry breaking sector of the theory. The last term in (3.1) 

originates from the D-term contributions of the superfields La and H2 . Defining 

(3.2) 

one can rewrite the potential in (3.1) in a compact form as 

(3.3) 
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In order to go to the vanishing sneutrino vev basis, we redefine the 'Higgs-sneutrino' 

fields 

(3.4) 

where U is a 4 x 4 unitary matrix, defined as follows, 

U = V diag(eilf>o) Z , (3.5) 

being composed of three other matrices which we define below, V unitary and Z real 

orthogonal. The potential in the primed basis becomes, 

[(b' ) -' ho H J 1( 2 2)(ho*ho -'* _, )2 Z o:VLa 2 + .C + S 9 + 92 2 2 - 1/Lal/Lo: (3.6) 

where 

The unitary matrix, V, is chosen such that (M'~) is real and diagonal- the hat (h) 

is used to denote a diagonal matrix. The phases c/Jo: are chosen such that b~ is real 

and positive !they are equal to the phases of (bTV)~]. The minimisation conditions 

for the scalar fields are now derived, to obtain conditions for the vacuum expectation 

values, 

av I 
a-'* 1/ La: vac 
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where 'vac' indicates that the fields have to be replaced by their vevs, 

( 
_, ) Vex 
l/Lex = J2 ' (3.9) 

The U(1)v symmetry of the unbroken Lagrangian was used to set the phase of Vu to 

zero, however, at this stage all other vacuum expectation values will be treated as 

complex variables. By combining Eqs. (3.8,3.9) we obtain 

[zT (M'~) zL/Jv/1- (b'Z)exvu- ~(g2 + g~)(v~- V-yV-y) Vex 0' (3.10) 

m~Vu- (b'Z)exvex + ~(l + g~)(v~- V-yV-y) Vu = 0. (3.11) 

In a general basis, it is difficult to solve the above system with respect to the 

vevs without making some approximations, for example assuming small 'sneutrino' 

vevs [14]. In order to simplify calculations we would like to find a basis where the 

'sneutrino' vevs vanish, v1 = v2 = v3 = 0. In other words, we are seeking an 

orthogonal matrix Z, such that the following equation, 

1 2 2 

[zT (M'~) z] Vo- (b' Z)exVu- -2 M~ V~- V~ Vo l}Oex 
exO Vu+ v0 

= 0' (3.12) 

holds. If the above system is satisfied, then a solution with zero 'sneutrino' vevs 

exists. The other solutions, with non-vanishing 'sneutrino' vevs will be discussed 

later. In Eq. (3.12), 

(3.13) 

is the Z-gauge boson mass squared. It is obvious that when vi = 0, v0 is real. It is 

now useful to define 

Vu 
tan/3--. (3.14) 

Vo 
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To determine Z, multiplying (3.12) by Z.yco summing over a and solving for Zao, 

yields, 

b~ tan (3 
Zao = -,--::-:-----'=--------

(M'2-) _ ! M2 tan
2 

,8-1 
£ aa 2 Z tan 2 ,8+1 

(3.15) 

For given set of model parameters, Zao depends only on tan (3 which we can now fix 

by solving the orthonormality condition, 

3 3 b'2 2 (3 
""' Z Z - ""' a tan L aO aO - L 2 
a=O a=O [(M'2-) _! M2 tan

2
,8-1] 

£ aa 2 Z tan2 ,8+1 

1 . (3.16) 

This equation can be solved numerically for any given set of model parameters. 

It is worth noting that when bi = 0 and using notation more typical for this case, 

b~ - mi2 , (M'~) 
00 

- mi, Eq. (3.16) reduces to one of the standard RPC MSSM 

equations for the Higgs vevs: 

(3.17) 

For some parameter choices Eq. (3.16) may admit multiple solutions for tan(3. 

Each of the possible tan (3 specify a different basis, and each of these bases has 

one solution of the minimisation conditions with vanishing 'sneutrino' vevs. The 

subtlety highlighted earlier is the following: all possible solutions of the minimisation 

conditions can be found in each basis, so, in general, each basis contains a number of 

extrema equal to the number of possible solutions for tan (3. Hence, a solution with 

vi = 0 in one basis, is a solution with vi =1- 0 in another basis. The important point 

to note is that by considering all possible values of tan (3, and selecting the value 

which corresponds to the deepest minima for the solution with vanishing sneutrino 

vevs, all the solutions will have been accounted for, and the vanishing sneutrino vev 
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basis will have been determined correctly. The value of the potential at the vacuum, 

in terms of tan .B is given by 

M
4 

(tan
2 .B- 1) 2 

V(tan.B) = -2(g2: g~) tan2 .B + 1 (3.18) 

The obvious conclusion from the equation above is that the deepest minimum of the 

potential is given by the solution for tan .B or cot .B which is greatest. 

Knowing tan ,8, one should fix m~ using Eqs. (3.11,3.13-3.15) (again in the analogy 

with RPC MSSM where m~ is usually given in terms of MA and tan.B). Namely 

2 , 1 2 tan2 .B - 1 
m 2 = Zaoba cot .B- -

2
Mz 2 .B 

tan + 1 
(3.19) 

In this way m~ is chosen to give the correct value of the the Z-boson mass. 

Only the first column of the Z matrix, Zao, is defined by Eq. (3.15). The re-

maining elements of Z must still be determined. Having fixed the first column of the 

matrix, the other three columns can be chosen to be orthogonal to the first column 

and to each other. This leaves us with an 0(3) invariant subspace, such that the 

matrix Z is given by 

( 0

1 0 ) Z=O 
X3x3 

(3.20) 

where 

Zoo -JZ?o + Zio + Z1o 0 0 

Zw ZQQZ!o Jz~o+Zgo 0 
0= 

V Zro+Z~o+Zgo Jzro+Z~o+Zgo 
(3.21) ) 

Z2o ZooZ;lQ Z1oZ2g Z3Q 

.J Zro+Z~o+Zgo .J Z~0+Zg0 J Zr0+Z~0+Zg0 .Jz~o+Zgo 

Z3o ZQgZaQ Z1oZao Z2g 

Jzro+Z~o+Zgo J Z~o+Zgo V Zfo+Z~o+Zgo Jz~o+Zgo 
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and X is an, as yet, undetermined 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix determined by three 

angles. This remaining freedom can be used to diagonalise [ zr (M'~) Z t/ i.e. the 

(real symmetric) 'sneutrino' part of the zr (M'~) Z matrix, with entries (M[k We 

have now accomplished our aim of finding the matrices V and Z which, after inserting 

into potential of Eq. (3.6) and dropping the primes, reduce the scalar potential to 

the form 

V.1eutral 

(3.22) 

where 

(3.23) 

with (M'~) and b' given by Eq. (3.7). In this basis the matrix M[ adopts a partic

ularly simple form 

(3.24) 

where there is no sum over i in the down-right part of the matrix. Notice that we 

did not only succeed to self-consistently go to a basis where the sneutrino vevs are 

zero, but also we managed to have the sneutrino masses (M[)i diagonal and all the 

parameters of the scalar potential in Eq. (3.22) real. 

As a byproduct of our procedure, we note here that the potential of Eq. (3.22) 

exhibits neither spontaneous nor explicit CP-violation at the tree level. The latter is 

in agreement with the results of Ref. 128] following a different method. Of course, the 
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parameters J-Lo: of the superpotential and the soft supersymmetry breaking couplings 

stay in general complex. The result that the neutral scalar potential is CP invariant 

can also be seen directly from Eq. (3.3). By forming the complex basis (i/Lo:> hg*) 

the first line of the potential can be rewritten as a matrix; a rotation can then be 

performed such that the matrix is real and diagonal. After the rotation, the second 

line, being the contribution from D-terms, contains complex parameters in general, 

but the rotation matrix can be chosen such that these phases are set to zero. 

A question arises when we include high order corrections to the potential. Then 

the vanishing 'sneutrino' vevs will be shifted to non-zero values by tadpoles origi-

nating, for example, from the .CQD contribution in the superpotential (2.20). The 

'sneutrino' vevs maybe set back to zero by a renormalization condition such that a 

counterterm for these vevs set their one particle irreducible (1PI) tadpole corrections 

to zero. 

To conclude, it is worth making a remark about the sign of B0 . As is clear from 

· ( ~ ,
2
_) 1 2 tan

2 
(3-1 0 r 11 B · the form of Eqs. (3.23,3.7,3.15), 1f M c o:o:- 2 Mz tan2f3+ 1 > 10r a a, o IS 

always positive in the vanishing sneutrino vev basis. 

3.2 Parametrising the neutral scalar mass matrices 

The neutral scalar sector of the R-parity violating MSSM is in general very corn-

plicated. This is due to the fact that the scalars mix through the lepton number 

violating terms proportional to bi, (m~) and unless all of these parameters and vevs 

are real one has a 10 x 10 matrix to consider. However, for any given set of model pa-

rameters, one can always perform the basis change described in the previous section 
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and arrive at the potential defined by Eq. (3.22), with only real parameters. Conse-

quently, the physical neutral scalars are, at the tree level, exact CP-eigenstates. This 

implies that the neutral scalar mass matrix decouples into two 5 x 5 matrices, one for 

the CP-odd particles and one for CP-even. In the same manner as in the R-parity 

conserving MSSM, once quantum corrections are considered, the CP invariance will 

generically be broken [29]. 

Ultimately, one would like to parametrise the scalar sector resulting from the 

potential in (3.22) with as few parameters as possible in order to make contact with 

phenomenology. These parameters in the case of the R-parity conserving MSSM are: 

the physical mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson 

M2 = 2 Eo 
A sin 2,8 ' 

(3.25) 

and tan ,B. An advantage of the form of potential in Eq. (3.22,3.23,3.24) is that, MA 

and tan ,B can still be used for parametrising the general Higgs sector in the R-parity 

violating MSSM. M1 is the mass of the lightest CP-odd Higgs boson in the R-parity 

conserving MSSM; as such, it is used here as a parameter. m~ is used to denote 

the physical tree-level mass of the lightest CP-odd Higgs in the R-parity violating 

MSSM (the convention adopted is that masses in the RPC case, parameters in this 

model, are denoted by M, and the masses in the RPV model are denoted by m). 
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3.2.1 CP-even neutral scalar masses and couplings 

The Lagrangian after spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking contains the terms 

Reh5 

.C ::) - ( Re h5 Re iho Re vLi ) M~vEN Re VLo 

RevLJ 

As such, the scalar CP-even Higgs squared mass matrix becomes 

M~VEN = 

where 

(3.26) 

' (3.27) 

(3.28) 

are in fact the physical sneutrino masses of the RPC case. It is important here to 

notice that the top-left 2 x 2 sub-matrix is identical to the RPC case, for which the 

Higgs masses are given by 

(3.29) 

and will be used as parameters in the RPV model. 

The matrix (3.27) always has one eigenvalue which is smaller than M~. This 

may be proved as follows: one first observes that the upper left 2 x 2 submatrix 

of (3.27), call it A, has at least one eigenvalue smaller than or equal to M~. Then 

using the Courant-Fischer theorem [30], details of which are given in Appendix E 

applying linear matrix algebra, one proves that, for one flavour, the eigenvalues 
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of the 3 x 3 matrix M~vEN' are interlaced with those of A. This means that the 

matrix M~vEN with i = 1 has at least one eigenvalue smaller or equal than M1. 
Repeating this procedure twice, proves our statement. Furthermore, it is interesting 

to notice that in the region where tan ,6 » 1, the eigenvector (sin /3, cos ,6, 0, 0, O)T 

corresponds to the eigenvalue with mass approximately M1. Notice that this is the 

same eigenvector as in the RPC case which corresponds to the Higgs boson which 

couples almost maximally to the Z-gauge boson. 

Lepton flavour violating processes have not been observed as yet and therefore, 

bearing in mind cancellations, the parameters Bi tan ,6 have to be much smaller than 

min(M1, M?). To get a rough estimate, which we will refine later, consider the 

dominant contribution from neutral scalars and neutralinos in the loop [31-34], 

aew B2 tan2 ,6 < V 
mv rv 167r ffi3 rv 1 e ' (3.30) 

with m= max(Jv!A, Mi) and B"' O(Bi). This shows that 

(3.31) 

With the approximation that B;!~nf3 is small it is not hard to find a matrix ZR 

which rotates the fields into the mass basis, by expanding in this combination of 

parameters, such that 

(3.32) 

with m~o being the lightest neutral scalar mass and 

cos a sin a _ cos(f3-a:) cos a:Bi + sin(f3-a:) sin a:Bj 
cosf3(Mj-MD cosf3(Mj-M'/;) 

ZR= -sin a cos a cos(f3-a:) sin a:Bj + sin(f3-a:) cos a:Bj 
cos{3(M}-MK) cosf3(M}-Mh) 

(3.33) 

cosf3P;hB; cosf3P;H B; 
cos(f3-a:) sin({3-a:) oiJ 
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where there is no sum over z and (MJ, M~, M'k) are defined in (3.28,3.29). In 

addition, 

tan2a M1 +M1 h,H 
tan 2/3 M 2 _ M 2 and ~ 

A Z 

(the common convention is to choose 0 :::; f3 :::; 1r /2 and -1r /2 :::; a :::; 0). The mass 

eigenstates of the RPV model are therefore given by 

ho R h2 . R _ ( cos f3 ~h Bi ) R _ 
~ cos a e 0 ~ sma evw + cos(/3 _a) evLi, (3.35) 

2 _ (cosf3PtBi) _ 
sin a Re h0 +cos a Re VLo + sin(/3 _a) Re VLi , 

(
- cos(/3- a)cosaBj + sin(/3- a)BjsinaBj) Reh2 

cos f3(!v!J- Mn cos f3(Mj- M'k) 0 

(
cos(/3- a) sin aBj sin(/3- a) cos aBj) R _ R _ 

f3(M2 _ M2) + f3(M2 _ M2) e VLo + e vLi , 
COS j h COS j H 

+ 

with corresponding masses, 

(M3). ___!!]_ Ml- M1 cos2 2/3 
vt+ 2(3[ ] cos Mf- Ml (M1 + M1) + M1 M1 cos2 2/3 

(3.38) 

The above expressions, are useful in relating the masses of the neutral scalars in the 

RPC and RPV cases in the valid approximation B tan f3 « m in( M1, Ml). They are 

presented here for the first time except the mass in (3.38) which agrees with Ref. [23J. 
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We note here that these formulae are not valid if some of the diagonal entries in the 

mass matrix are closely degenerate - in such case even small Bi terms lead to the 

strong mixing of respective fields. However in many types of calculations (e.g. various 

loop calculations) one can still formally use such expansion. In the final result one 

often gets expressions of the type /(ml)- /(m2) which have a well defined and correct 
m1-m2 

limit also for degenerate masses, even if the expansion used in the intermediate steps 

was, in principle, poorly defined. 

It is interesting to note that the rotation matrix U defined in (3.5), although 

explicitly calculated in this thesis, does not appear in the neutral scalar vertices. For 

example, the vertices of the CP-even neutral scalars with the gauge bosons read as 1
, 

(3.39) 

where H~=l, ... ,5 are the Higgs boson fields, h0
, H 0

, (i'+h, (ii+)2, (ii+h respectively. 

From (3.33) and .CvvH above, it is easy to see that the light Higgs boson coupling to 

the vector bosons (V= Z, W), is proportional to sin(,6- a) as in the RPC case2
. In 

fact, the coupling sum rule, 

5 
~ 2 2 
L..t 9vvH~ = 9vv<t>' (3.40) 
s=l 

valid in the RPC case for s = 1, 2, persists also here, where 9vv Ho are the couplings 
s 

appearing in (3.39) and 9VV<f> the corresponding coupling appearing in the Standard 

Model. 
1 Note that the matrix Z defined in (3.20) has nothing to do with either ZR or ZA defined in 

this section. 
2 We follow the conventions of Ref. [35]. 
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3.2.2 CP-odd neutral scalar masses and couplings 

For the CP-odd case one finds, 

Imh6 

.C :::::> - ( Im h6 Im iho Im vLi ) M~DD Im VLO 

Im vLJ 

where the CP-odd mass matrix reads, 

B· J 

(3.41) 

' (3.42) 

and ~ is the gauge fixing parameter in Rt; gauge. In fact, by using an orthogonal 

rotation 

sin ,8 - cos ,8 0 

V= cos sin ,8 0 (3.43) 

0 0 1 

we can always project out the would-be Goldstone mode, of the CP-odd scalar matrix 

and thus 

~M1 0 0 

VT M~DDV = 0 M2 _!}j_ (3.44) 
A cos/3 

0 _j}j_ MfbiJ cos/3 

Under the approximation of small bilinear RPV couplings [see Eq. (3.31)], a 

solution is determined for the matrix ZA which rotates the fields into the mass basis, 
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such that 

(3.45) 

sin .B cos,B Bi 
MJ-M1 

ZA = - cos,B sin .B Bj tan /J 
Mf-M1 

(3.46) 

0 B; 6ij cos/J(M[-M~) 

with the mass eigenstates given by 

sin .B Im h6 - cos .B Im iho , 

Bi 2 Bj tan .B _ _ 
Mj _M~ Imh0 + Ml- M~ ImvLo + ImvLi, (3.47) 

with corresponding masses, 

3 B2 B4 
M2 1 "'""' i 

A - cos2 .B ~ Ml - M~ + O( M 6 cos4 .B) ' (3.48) 

(3.49) 

The coupling of the Z gauge boson to the CP-even and CP-odd neutral scalar fields 

is given by 

CzHA = ;;:
2 [ (pH1- PAg)" (t, Zn(2+a)' ZA(2+a)p - Zn~.< ZA lp)] Z" H2 A~ , 

(3.50) 

where the four momenta p~0 ,p~0 are incoming and the fields A~=I, ... 5 correspond to 
s p 

e 0, A0, (v_)I, (i1_)2, (v_)3 respectively. One may check that the coupling Z- eo- h0 

derived from (3.50) is proportional to sin(a- .B) as it should be. 
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3.3 Positiveness and stability of the scalar potential 

3.3.1 Positiveness 

In general, one should inspect whether all squared masses in the CP-odd and CP-

even sector are positive. For that, all diagonal square subdeterminants of mass 

matrices should be positive. One can easily check that both CP-odd and CP-even 

mass matrices in (3.27,3.42) respectively, lead, in the rotated basis, to the same set 

of conditions, 

Mi2 > 0 withi=1,2,3 and 
3 B2 

M2 > _1_ """' _i 
A cos2 (3 ~ M 2 · 

i=l ! 

(3.51) 

Using the form of M1 in (3.25), the last equation can be rewritten in the form 

3 B2 
B0 > tan(J L ;J2 . 

i=l ! 

(3.52) 

Excluding some very singular mass configurations, the above conditions are rather 

trivially fulfilled if one takes into account the bound of Eq. (3.31). 

3.3.2 Stability 

The question of whether the potential is stable, i.e. bounded from below, is far more 

complicated. In most cases the quartic (D- )term dominates and there is no problem. 

The only exception being when the fields follow the direction lhgl 2 = -r:,:=o lvLil 2
. In 

such a case, one should check whether the remaining part of the potential is positive 

along this direction. 

Denoting R = J-r:,~=o lvil 2 and hg = Re-i<P, where </> is a free phase, and using 

Eqs. (3.19,3.24,3.28), one can write down the scalar potential along this direction in 
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the vanishing snueutrino vev basis as 

~eutral 

(3.53) 

where the real symmetric matrix Q is 

Q ) (3.54) 
[ Ml + Eo cot ,8] bii 

Finding the stability conditions for the potential (3.53) is difficult, it depends on 

nine real variables (4 moduli and five phases of the fields). To simplify the problem, 

we perform one more field rotation to the basis in which the matrix Q is diagonal. 

This can be done, in general, by numerical routines (routines were already used in 

calculating the vanishing sneutrino vev basis, and therefore, finding the stability 

conditions for the general scalar potential always has to involve some numerical 

analysis). We thus define the matrix P, V£~ PvL, as 

(3.55) 

In fact, Q is real, so we can choose P to be real orthogonal. Also, we denote 

D13- BaPa/3· Obviously, the rotation P preserves the value of R = lhgl. 

The potential becomes: 

3 

vneutral = L [XalvLal 2
- DaR (vLae-icP + H.c.)J ' (3.56) 

a=O 

where X 0 has to be positive, otherwise for cp = 0 along the direction vLi = Im vLo = 0 

the potential ~eutral = IRe vLOI 2 [Xo - Dosign(Re vLO)] falls to -()() at least for one 
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direction along the Re iiLO axis. In fact the condition on Xa is Xa ~ 2IDal· Thus 

our first conclusion is that the matrix Q has to be positively defined. One can write 

down appropriate conditions in the same manner as for the scalar mass matrices; 

comparing with Eq. (3.51), it can be observed that this condition is automatically 

fulfilled if relation (3.51) holds. 

With Xa positive, one can write down the potential as: 

3 I D 12 3 D2 
Vneutral == ~ ~iiLa - vi;.Rei<P - R

2 ~ x: . (3.57) 

To further simplify the problem, denote iiLa = uaei(<P-<Pa), where Ua > 0 are field 

moduli and rPa are free phases. Then 

~"""" = R
2 (t, ~~~- Jke'•·l'- t, ~:) , (3.58) 

where R = )2:.,~=0 I vi 1
2 = )2:.,~=0 u;_ Phases rPa can be adjusted independently of 

Ua. The worst case from the point of view of potential stability, the smallest first 

term inside the parenthesis, occurs for Daei<P, = IDal· Denoting further Ea = ua/ R, 

0 ::; Ea ::; 1, one can reduce our initial problem to the question whether the function 

depending now on four real positive parameters, is non-negative on the unit sphere 

"'f:,!=o E; = 1. In general such problem can be solved numerically using the method 

of Lagrange multipliers. For Xi > X 0 - D0 , the minimum occurs for 

(3.60) 

where A can be found numerically as a root of the following equation: 

3 D2 

~ (Xa _; .X)2 = 1 . (3.61) 
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For smaller Xi, the minimum is realized for fi = 0 for one or more values of i and 

requires analysis of various special cases. Having found the correct minimum, to 

prove the stability of the potential one needs to show that the function g at the 

minimum is non-negative. 

As shown in Eq. (3.31), Bi terms and thus also Di terms are usually very small. In 

this case one can set approximate, sufficient conditions for the stability of the poten

tial, without resorting to solving Eq. (3.61), numerically. Denote D = l.:~=l DJ and 

Xmin = min(XI, x2, X3). Then, using the inequality Difi :::; Vl.:~=l n;JL:~=l er= 
DJI - t:6, one has 

Terms (Xi- Xmin)cr are always non-negative. The worst case being when the vector 

( f 1 , t: 2 , c3 ) is along the minimal Xi axis, where these terms vanish. Other terms are 

rotation invariant in the 3-dimensional space (t:1 , t:2 , t:3 ), so Eq. (3.62) is equivalent 

to finding parameters X 0 , Xmin, D0 , D for which the expression (3.63), depending on 

just one real variable, is positive: 

(3.63) 

Analysis of (3.63) is further simplified by one more approximation, justified for small 

D: 

(3.64) 

The rhs of Eq. (3.64) is now trivial. Following approximate conditions for the stability 
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of the potential can be summarized as follows: 

Xmin range Stability requires 

Xmin 2: Xo - Do Xo 2: 2IDol + 2D 

0 < Xmin < Xo- Do (Xo- Xmin)(Xmin- 2D) 2: D6 

Both conditions are sufficient, but not minimal- we have made some approximations 

and there may be parameters which do not fall into either of the categories above, 

and yet still give a stable potential. For example, if X 0 = X 1 = X 2 = X 3 =X, one 

can easily derive the exact necessary and sufficient condition for potential stability 

as X 2: 2JD6 + D2 , less strict than X 2: 2(IDol + IDI) which would be given by the 

table above. 

For complementary work the reader is referred to Ref. [36]. 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, based on Ref. [24], we have presented a procedure for calculating the 

rotation matrix which brings the neutral scalar fields of the general lepton number 

violating MSSM into the vanishing sneutrino vev basis. In doing so, we have made no 

assumption about the complexity of the parameters. We consider the case of three 

generations, but our approach immediately applies to other cases, apart from obvious 

modifications of the form of Z matrix defined in (3.20.3.21). As a byproduct of basis 

change, we prove that the tree level MSSM potential does not exhibit any form 

of CP-violation, neither explicit nor spontaneous. Consequently, the neutral scalar 

fields can be divided into CP-even and CP-odd sectors with the 5 x 5 neutral scalar 

squared mass matrices, taking a very simple form with only small lepton number 
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violating mass terms sitting on their off diagonal elements. We can thus expand 

along small £ mass terms and find analytic approximate formulae which relate the 

scalar masses in the R-parity conserving model with the J£-MSSM . Furthermore we 

also find, that in general there is always at least one neutral scalar field with mass 

lighter than Mz which couples maximally to the Z-gauge boson in the case of large 

tan ,3 and large MA. 

This analysis is an important first step towards our study of the neutrino proper

ties in this model. Having studied the neutral scalar sector, we are now in a position 

to consider the masses of the fermions at tree level. The vacuum expectation values 

determined in this chapter give rise to the lepton masses and it is the manner in 

which lepton masses arise in this model, which is considered in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

The Jt-MSSM at tree level: Fermionic 

sector 

In the Jt-MSSM a single neutrino mass arises at tree level due to the mixing between 

neutrinos, gauginos and higgsinos [11, 16, 18, 37, 38]. This tree level mass is propor

tional to square of the bilinear lepton number violating superpotential parameter, fii, 

which is assumed to be of order of Me V, and is suppressed by the 'TeV' supersymme

try breaking gaugino masses, resulting in a low energy see-saw mechanism with light 

neutrino and heavy neutralino masses. The other two neutrino masses arise from 

quantum loop corrections made up from lepton number violating superpotential or 

supersymmetry breaking vertices. We shall refer to neutrinos which only acquire 

masses due to radiative corrections using the term 'massless neutrinos'. 

Calculations for neutrino masses in the Jt-MSSM have been addressed many times 

in the literature. The tree level set-up of the model was first given in [37], and details 

worked out later in [16, 18, 38]. Calculations of the one-loop neutrino masses, which 
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we shall address in full in the next chapter, including only the bilinear superpotential 

term are given in [17, 20,32,33,39]. Corrections involving the trilinear superpotential 

Yukawa couplings A, X have been considered, mostly in the mass insertion approx

imation [13, 23, 31, 40] and under the assumption of CP-conservation and flavour 

diagonal soft SUSY breaking terms. Renormalization group induced corrections to 

neutrino masses have been studied in [14,41,42]. There is of course a vast number of 

articles using these calculations, or simplified versions of them, in order to describe 

the solar and atmospheric neutrino puzzles [43-52]. 

In this chapter, based on work presented in [53] we show how to define the 

Lagrangian parameters in the fermion sector of the theory, by starting out with the 

physical input parameters, being the lepton masses and mixing angles. 

4.1 Basis Choice 

Physical masses of the fermion fields depend on appropriate A, X, J.L and Yu couplings 

multiplied by the vevs of the neutral scalar fields. As it has been shown in the 

previous chapter, by unitary rotation in the 4-dimensional space of the neutral scalar 

components of .Ca, it is possible to set three of the four vacuum expectation values 

of the .Ca fields to zero, leaving two real non-zero vevs in the neutral scalar sector 

and, simultaneously, significantly simplifying its structure. It is convenient to apply 

such a transformation not just to scalars, but to the whole chiral superfield, 

(4.1) 
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and redefine the Lagrangian parameters to absorb the matrix U in Eq. (4.1) such 

that it does not appear explicitly in the Lagrangian, 

>..-yt5j \:t111 Ua.7 U/3t5 , 

5..' -yij >..~ijUa.-y , (4.2) 

/-L-y - /-La U a-y . 

The tildes and primes on the fields are then dropped. 

In a standard way, both isospin components of Q superfield and of uc, ne super

fields can each be redefined by a unitary rotation in the flavour space. As such, it is 

possible to diagonalise the Yukawa couplings (Y n), (Y u) (note that (Y n) >..~ij 

in the basis with two non-vanishing scalar vevs) and absorb the rotation matrices in 

field redefinitions such that they do not appear explicitly in the Lagrangian, apart 

from a specific combination of rotation matrices which appear in the gauge and 

Higgs charged currents which is identified as the CKM matrix. In this basis, it is 

clear how to initialise the Lagrangian parameters, as the diagonal values are then 

proportional to the measured values for the up- and down-type quarks. For more 

details concerning this point the reader should consult Appendix C. 

In the lepton sector, however, the same approach cannot be adopted for two 

reasons. Firstly, even with a diagonal Yukawa matrix, the charged lepton masses are 

given by three eigenvalues of the larger (5 x 5) mass matrix which includes mixing 

between the charged fermionic components of the £, Ec and the charged gauginos 

and higgsinos. Thus, the diagonal entries in the Yukawa matrix would not correspond 

exactly to the masses of the physical mass eigenstates which describe the charged 

leptons. Secondly, the .C-basis has already been fixed by the property that three 
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neutral scalar vevs should be zero, so we are not free to absorb a rotation matrix1 . 

Still, there is some freedom remaining due to the fact that the Ec-basis has not, 

as yet, been fixed. Flavour rotation in the Ec-space can be used to remove some of 

the unphysical degrees of freedom in Y L Aoij coupling2. As every general, complex 

matrix, >-oij can be uniquely decomposed (polar decomposition theorem [30]) into a 

product of positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix >.0 and unitary matrix Ve : 

~Oik (Ve)kj , (4.3) 

Ve can be then absorbed in the chiral superfield E redefinition and the 'hat' over >. 

is dropped. 

After all the transformations described above, we arrived at the form of the 

superpotential (2.20) where (Yn)ij = >.~ij and (Yu)ij are flavour-diagonal and 

(Y L)ij = Aoij is hermitian. Other coupling constants are free and, in general, complex 

parameters. 

1 This is not entirely true: it is actually possible to perform a rotation into the vanishing sneutrino 

vev basis and to diagonal Yukawa couplings [22]; it is possible to use the freedom in the 3-dimensional 

lepton space, which we used in the previous chapter to diagonalise the sneutrino masses, in order 

to make the lepton Yukawa couplings diagonal. But then one will have a 10 x 10 mass matrix for 

the neutral scalars because this 3 x 3 rotation is, in general, complex (unitary). We want to avoid 

this complication by all means. 
2If the decomposition is unique, then all unphysical degrees of freedom will be removed, because 

then the full U(3) rotation is absorbed into E and every rotation in the .C
0

-space will "destroy" 

some of the properties we want to keep. 
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4.2 Block Diagonalising 

In the following sections we outline the procedure by which the parameters of the 

general hermitian matrix (Y L)ij can be initialised such that the correct values are 

obtained for the charged lepton masses and the MNS mixing matrix [54]. In order 

to do that, it will be convenient to diagonalise the neutralino-neutrino and chargino-

charged lepton mass matrices in two stages. First an approximate, unitary or bi-

unitary transformation will result in matrices in block diagonal form; the standard 

model and supersymmetric fermion masses being split into separate blocks. Then, a 

second transformation will diagonalize the blocks. 

The block diagonalisation can be performed for any complex matrix. Every gen-

eral matrix M can be diagonalised by two unitary matrices V, U: 

(4.4) 

where m? are eigenvalues of M Mt and M1 , M2 are two diagonal sub-matrices of a 

chosen size. Hence, one can always rewrite M in the form 

(4.5) 

where A and B are some unitary matrices of the form 

(4.6) 

with sub-matrices A1,2 , B 1,2 which are also unitary. Thus we can write 

(4.7) 
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where 

Ms = AMBt = ( A1M1Bi 0 ) 

0 A2M2BJ 
(4.8) 

is block diagonal in form and Q = VAt, P = U Et. Of course, M 8 is not uniquely 

defined. 

Block diagonalisation is particularly useful the in case of hierarchical matrices, 

when one can find analytical approximate formulae for P, Q matrices in eq.(4.7). 

Consider for example a hermitian matrix (other cases can be considered analogously) 

of the form: 

M= (m; ms) , 
ms me 

(4.9) 

where mA = m~, me = m~ and llmAII » llmsll, llmell· In such a case, the 

approximately (up to the terms O(llms,eW/IImAW)) unitary matrix U, 

transforms M into approximately block-diagonal form: 

ut Mu 
( 

mA+(mA)-1msmk + msmk(mA)-1 

m~mk(mA)- 1 

(4.10) 

We kept explicitly the 0 ( 11~!~1 1t) term in (22) element of block-diagonalised form 

of M as in many models me _ 0 and in this case it will be the only term which 
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survives (the see-saw mechanism [55,56] for neutrino masses being the most famous 

example of this hierarchical structure). 

As a next step one needs to find matrices that diagonalise the sub-blocks in 

eq.(4.11). We employ this method in the next sections where we present explicit 

perturbative (first order) results for analogues of the matrices Q and Pin Eq. (4.7), 

in both neutral and charged fermion masses in the Jt-MSSM . It should be noted 

at this point that, although we use only the approximate analytical expressions for 

the see-saw type expansions above, in our numerical analysis we perform exact block 

diagonalization, iteratively finding the correct, and strictly unitary, matrices P, Q of 

eq.(4.7). 

4.3 Fermion masses and mixing 

In the following section we shall present the tree level phenomena of the fermion 

sector in the Jt-MSSM. We consider in turn, the neutral and charged fermion sec

tors and the patterns of the mass matrices. We consider the tree level eigenvalues, 

particularly for the neutral sector and the approximate block diagonalisation of the 

matrices. In section 4.4, we use the approximate block diagonalisation to consider 

the way in which the MNS matrix appears in this model. The MNS matrix is now 

a sub-block of a larger unitary matrix and therefore the MNS matrix itself is not 

unitary. 

This analysis is then used to ensure the correct low energy parameters are repro

duced, despite mixing between the leptons and heavy fermion fields. 

In section 5.1 we consider the effect of radiative corrections at the order of one-
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loop. After setting out the renormalisation framework, we present in turn various 

loop diagrams and highlight the important contributions. The full numerical analysis 

has been completed, however approximate expression are presented for each contri-

bution which demonstrate from where the important effects arise. We will consider 

the case where the tree-level effect dominates and gives rise to the larger, atmospheric 

mass squared difference, in which case the solar mass squared difference is generated 

by the loop effects. We also show that it is possible for loop effects to be greater 

than the tree level affects, in which case both mass squared differences are generated 

at the level of one-loop. 

4.3.1 Neutral fermion sector 

In the lepton number violating extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard 

model CU-MSSM) the neutrinos (vL1,2,3), neutral higgsinos (vLO and iig) and neutral 

colourless gauginos (W0 and B) mix. To transform the fields into the mass basis, 

the 7 x 7 neutralino mass matrix must be diagonalised. In the interaction basis, 

-iB 

.C::) -- -iB 1 ( ~ 
2 ' 

-iW0 , + H.c, (4.12) 

where the full 7 x 7 mass matrix reads 

(4.13) 
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and the sub-blocks are, in the basis ( -ii3, -iW0, fig, vLo: h~, vi) 

M1 0 !12!3!. _fl:!_4 
2 2 

0 M2 
_92Vu 92Vd 

MN4x4 = 2 2 (4.14) 
!12!3!. _92Vu 0 -Jlo 2 2 

_fl:!_4 92Vd -Jlo 0 2 2 

and 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
dN4x3 = (4.15) 

-Ill -f.l2 -Jl3 

0 0 0 

There is no quantum number to differentiate between neutralinos and neutrinos, the 

states of definite mass do not have definite lepton number and, as such, there is no 

reason to think of neutrinos and neutralinos separately. However, for realistic values 

of parameters, four of the mass eigenstates are heavy and three are very light, so it is 

convenient to refer to them as to neutralinos and neutrinos, respectively. In addition 

to this, it can be seen that the mixing is sufficiently small that these three light 

neutral states are the states which dominantly appear in the decay of the W boson 

to charged leptons, differentiating between the eigenstates we refer to as neutrinos 

from those we refer to as neutralinos. 

The matrix, ZN, which rotates the fields in (4.12) from the interaction basis to 
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the mass eigenstate basis is given by 

-iB 

-iW0 

(4.16) 

where "-? 7 are seven, neutral two component spinors. , ... , 

The matrix MN, as it has been split in eq.(4.13), contains block diagonal terms 

that conserve lepton number and off-diagonal blocks which violate lepton number. 

The latter are expected to be very small, as they are strongly constrained by the 

bounds on neutrino masses or other lepton number violating processes. Thus, one 

can use the block diagonalization procedure of section 4.2, neglecting terms of the 

d2 
order Afo-, and consider Z N to be of the form 

N 

( 4.17) 

The first matrix on the RHS of eq. ( 4.17) which is the analogue of the matrix Qt in 

( 4. 7) block diagonalises the neutrino-neutralino mass matrix: 

0 
)(4.18) 

eff 
mv3x3 

where the 'TeV' see-saw suppressed effective 3 x 3 neutrino mass matrix is given 

by [16, 18, 38] 

J.ti /-tl /-t2 /-tl /-t3 

/-tl /-t2 1-t~ /-t2/-t3 (4.19) 

/-tl /-t3 /-t2/-t3 1-t~ 
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Physical neutralino masses and mixing matrix ZN can be found in a standard manner 

by numerical diagonalization of the matrix MN. Diagonalization on m~ff can be 

easily done analytically, leading to two massless and one massive neutrino, with its 

mass given by: 

(4.20) 

and the mixing matrix Z 11 is 

v1111l 2+111212 

-11121111 

0 

vl111l2+l11212vl111l2+1112l 2+1113l2 

11111211131 
11111 VI111I2+II121 2 VI111I 2 +IMI 2 +I113I 2 

11111131 v1111l 2 +l112l 2 

vl11112+1112l2+l1131 2 

11111112 
11i vl111l 2 +l112l 2 +l1131 2 

IMII1j 
(~)· 

where X 2 x 2 is an SU(2) rotation. At tree level, the five massive eigenstates are 

unambiguously defined by diagonalising the mass matrix. The two massless eigen-

states, due to the fact that they are degenerate in mass, are not fully defined. The 

eigenstates are chosen to be orthogonal, but it is still possible to perform a rotation 

on the eigenstates. As such, statements about the lightest neutrinos, v1,2 , are basis 

dependent. Because of this, the one loop contributions to MNpq are also basis de

pendent. By choosing a different linear superposition of the tree level eigenstates, the 

one-loop contributions to the 2 x 2 sub-block MN (5,6)(5,6) referring to the massless 

neutrinos would be redistributed between themselves. This freedom of basis choice is 

only present at tree level and is not physical. Thus, we start from X 2 x 2 = 12 x 2 and 

after calculating the radiative corrections to the neutralino-neutrino mass matrix we 

adjust X 2 x2 such that the off-diagonal one-loop contribution 6MN 56 is approximately 

zero (this can be done iteratively). As such the effect of rediagonalising the neutrino 
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sector after loop corrections are added is small. As we discuss in section 4.4, choosing 

the basis in this manner helps also to define the lepton Yukawa couplings in terms 

of measured quanti ties like lepton masses and the U M N s mixing matrix. 

The result that two of the neutrino masses vanish at the tree level is not the 

effect of the approximations made [16, 18, 38]. The explicit calculation of the secular 

equation for the full neutralino-neutrino mass matrix MN, results in 

det(MN- ,\) (4.22) 

Hence, MN always has at least two zero modes. This can be seen directly, by noting 

that the final three columns of the 7 x 7 mass matrix are proportional to each other. 

Finally, the physical eigenstates of neutralinos and neutrinos are approximately 

given by, respectively: 

/'\,0 
1 -iB 

/'\,0 

ZN 
2 

(4.23) 
/'\,0 

3 

/'\,0 
4 

and 

(4.24) 

with vLO = h~, the down type Higgsino. 
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4.3.2 Charged fermion sector 

In a similar fashion to the neutral sector, charged leptons, gauginos and higgsinos 

m1x. The full 5 x 5 chargino mass matrix in the zero sneutrino mass basis is given 

by 

Me= ( ::,':,' mc

0

3x3 ) 

with the lepton number conserving sub-blocks 

Mc2x2 = 
( 

M 92vu ) ;, ~ 
and the lepton number violating being 

dc3x2 = 

0 /Ll 

0 /L2 

0 /L3 

(4.25) 

( 4.26) 

( 4.27) 

The rotation matrices which transform between interaction eigenstates and mass 

eigenstates are given by 

h,+ 
2 

and, as such, the mass matrix is diagonalised 

~1 

~+ 
1 

~+ 
5 

~5 

A t 
Me= Z_McZ+, 
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where the 'hat' denotes that the matrix is diagonal. 

The matrices Z+ and Z_ can be determined by the requirement that they should 

diagonalise the Hermitian matrices MhMe and MeMh, respectively. The off-

diagonal blocks in the latter two combinations are small comparing to the diagonal 

ones, so one can again use block-diagonalising approximation of section 4.2. Keeping 

just the leading terms in 1/ Me expansion, one obtains 

( dc:C' 
-M

1-'d1 
) ( ~- 0 ) e e z_ ,...._ ,...._ 

1 Zt-

( ~+ 0 ) z+ ,...._ (4.31) ,...._ 

zl+ 

Substitution of (4.31) in (4.30) results in the physical effective mass matrix 

o(~) 0 

Z/_ meZt+ + 0 ( d~1c) Z/_meZt+ 

( 4.32) 

Then the matrices Z+, z_ can be again determined as diagonalising matrices for 

the Mi:Me, MeMb products, with the additional requirement that physical fermion 

masses are real and positive. Matrix me in our basis is hermitian and as such 

2 1+ = Z1- = Z1. Furthermore, physical eigenstates of fermion fields are given by 

( :~) ( -iw+ ) z+ 
,....., ,....., 

h,+ 
2 

K:+ 
3 eRl 

z1 tt:t ~ eR2 (4.33) 

K:+ 
5 eR3 
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and 

Z* l 

K:3 

-d* A,f-h ~ cmc 

For a quick view of the full charged fermion mass matrix see Appendix B. 

4.4 Constructing the MNS matrix 

( 4.34) 

The lepton mixing matrices appear in the charged current gauge boson vertex. 

Whereas in the lepton number conserving case the UMNS matrix is a 3 x 3 ma-

trix describing the mixing of three charged leptons into three neutral leptons, the 

R-parity violating case has the mixing of five charged fermions into seven neutral 

fermions, of which the U MNS is a 3 x 3 sub-matrix, only approximately unitary. Thus, 

.c , 92 w+ _, -J.L , + H _ 92 w+ -o -J.L (U ) - + H 
-.J V2 J.L 1/Lia eLi .C- V2 J.L K:p a MNS pq K:q · .C, (4.35) 

where primes refer to interaction eigenstates, and the MNS matrix, 

UMNS = Z!Zt + 0 (~~~N) , (4.36) 

is defined in terms of the mixing matrices introduced in (4.21) and below (4.32). 

As the first term in Eq. ( 4.36) is unitary, unitarity violation in UMNS is at most of 

the order of ;i~d_[;fN "' mtr•::fusv tan2 /3"' 10-12 tan2 /3, which is well below sensitivity 

of current (or planned) experiments determining the MNS matrix. 
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4.5 Input parameters 

The parameters characterising the light charged fermions are already very well known; 

masses are measured with very good accuracy. In contrast to this, the neutrino sector 

is not, as yet, known with the same precision. There is however, information about 

the mass square difference between neutrinos and the mixing between different inter

action states, and upcoming experiments should improve our knowledge of neutrino 

parameters in the near future. Furthermore, supersymmetric fermions have not yet 

been discovered, and their masses and couplings (those which are not determined by 

supersymmetric structure of the model) are entirely unknown. In the lt-MSSM both 

sectors mix, and thus the question of effective and convenient parameterisation arises. 

In this section, we will consider the parameters in the Lagrangian which effect the 

tree level masses and mixing. In the next chapter, we discuss parameters which affect 

the neutral fermions at the order of one loop. 

As the SUSY sector has not been measured directly, it is convenient to take as an 

input the following set of Lagrangian parameters: M 1 , M 2 , tan,6, p,- p,0 . With /J>i 

of the order of Me V, corrections to the supersymmetric sector from the light fermion 

sector are see-saw suppressed and negligible. Chargino and neutralino masses and 

lepton-number conserving couplings are thus, to a very good accuracy, determined by 

the above four parameters. Reconstructing their values from the actual experimental 

measurements has already been discussed in the literature [57]. 

In the next step, neutrino masses can be parameterised at tree level by setting 

the lepton-number violating parameters /J>i, i = 1, 2, 3. In the future, when the 

neutrino mass matrix is known to better accuracy, it could become more convenient 

to reconstruct /J>i from the experimental data - for that, the knowledge of radiative 
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corrections to the neutrino masses would be vital. 

To initialize the Lagrangian parameters in the light charged lepton sector, one 

needs to input the lepton masses, me, mJ.L, m 7 and the mixing matrix UMNS· The 

lepton rotation matrix 2 1 can be then calculated from ( 4.36) 

Zt ~ z~ Ul..JNs . (4.37) 

As we have seen from (4.21), the neutrino mixing matrix, Zv is defined at tree 

level up to a U(2) rotation for a given set of J-li· The same matrix is then defined 

completely at one-loop where all the neutrinos are no longer degenerate. Thus, 

a complete definition of 2 1 requires a one-loop corrected neutrino mixing matrix. 

Then, the light charged fermion mass matrix me in ( 4.26), which is hermitian and 

proportional to the Yukawa matrix Aoij = ~meij is given by: 

(4.38) 

Eq. (4.38) holds under the assumption that one-loop corrections to 2 1 are small. 

Otherwise, one needs to find me iteratively, such that physical (i.e. loop corrected) 

Zv and 2 1 produce the correct experimentally measured UMNS matrix of eq.(4.37). 

As we have repeatedly mentioned so far, it is important to notice that the matrix 

me is not diagonal. 

Having understood and parameterised the model at tree-level, we now look to cal

culate the radiative corrections. For the neutrino masses and mixing, this is essential. 

We cannot generate two distinct mass differences at tree-level, and the degenerate 

neutrinos cause the mixing angle to be undefined. We show in the preceding chapter 

that the inclusion of radiative corrections at one-loop ameliorates these problems. 
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Chapter 5 

The :r,L-MSSM at one-loop: Neutral 

fermion masses 

In this chapter, we shall calculate the complete set of the one-loop corrections to 

the massless neutrinos without assuming CP-conservation or bilinear superpoten

tial operator dominance. In section 5.1 we describe our renormalization procedure 

and present analytical results for the one-loop corrections together with approximate 

formulae for individual diagrams. We compare with the current literature. In sec

tion 5.2 we present numerical results which show the size of the input parameters 

required to account for the neutrino experimental data. 
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5.1 One-loop neutrino masses in ~-MSSM 

5.1.1 Renormalization issues 

As we have already seen in the previous section, the presence of the bilinear lepton 

number violating mass term in the superpotential, P,i, triggers the mixing between 

neutrinos and neutralinos. Diagonalization of the full 7 x 7 neutralino mass matrix 

generates four heavy 'neutralino' masses and one 'neutrino' mass at tree level. Fur-

thermore, the two remaining neutrinos become massive at the one-loop level due to 

the presence of other lepton-number violating couplings and masses. 

Physical neutralino masses are defined as poles of the inverse propagator and the 

definition for the one-particle irreducible (lPI) self-energy functions are as follows, 

_ · -J.L ...,L ( 2) 
- 'l CJ qJ.L LJ Npq q ' (5.1) 

where the momentum qJ.L flows from left to right, and aJ.L are the Pauli matrices1 . 

The requirement that the determinant of the inverse propagator is zero, leads to the 

expression for the physical neutralino mass matrix 

pole _ bare ( ) s: [\'0 ...,D ( 2 ) ...,L ( 2 )] 
mNpq- mNq J1R upq + neLJNpq mNp - mNp LJNpq mNp , (5.3) 

where J1R is the renormalization scale and E~·~q the lPI contributions to the effective 

action defined (5.1,5.2). mNp are the diagonal tree level neutrino masses (they are 

1 We use Weyl spinor notation in our calculation. The corresponding formulae for Weyl-

propagators and vertices are defined in Appendix C and in [58]. 
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zero for the two massless neutrinos). Our renormalization analysis is similar to the 

one in Ref. [17]. We have also studied an on-shell renormalization analogous to the 

one in [59]. In this scheme, the physical mass formula is similar to (5.3). 

Some additional remarks are important at this stage: 

a) The two one-loop induced neutrino masses are perfectly defined at one-loop 

through Eq. (5.3). We have proven both analytically and numerically that 

these masses are finite and numerically that they are gauge independent at 

one-loop order. This result remains valid also when one takes into account 

mixing between them. 

b) The one-loop formula for neutralino masses (5.3), receives, in addition to di-

1 t . ff d' 1 pole pole agona correc wns, o 1agona ones, mNqq -----+ mNqp· Physical neutralino 

and neutrino masses are then obtained from the diagonalization of m~~; as 

m~le = (1 + 8Z~)m~1e(l + 8ZN). Then the corrected mixing matrix ZN 

has to be replaced by Z N -----+ ( 1 + 8 Z N) Z N everywhere in our expressions for 

the self energies. However, the corrections to ZN matrix are of the order 

8ZNpq rv 8mNpqj(mNpp- mNqq) and are small if the tree level masses are not 

degenerate. In our case this happens only for the two massless neutrinos, so 

we include off-diagonal corrections, shifting Zv-----+ (1 + 8Z11 )Zv where 8Z11 has 

only the upper 2 x 2 block non-trivial2
. As discussed previously in section 4.3, 

this is actually necessary to fix the neutrino basis. The resulting corrections 

2Possible exception is the case when /-li parameters are very small, so that one-loop corrections 

to the neutrino masses are of the order of tree level neutrino mass or bigger. In this case one needs 

to rediagonalise the full 3 x 3 neutrino mass matrix. This is done numerically in section 5.2 when 

presenting our results for f.-Li = 0. 
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to lighter neutrino masses are formally two-loop, but numerically important 

and have to be taken into account. One should note that, as mentioned in the 

previous point, one-loop corrections to the light neutrino mass sub-matrix are 

finite - going beyond the approximation described above would require per

forming formal renormalization on the neutral fermion mass matrix. Finally, 

similar considerations apply to the case of the charged fermion mixing matrix 

Zt in (4.37). 

c) As we have already mentioned, in our neutral scalar basis the sneutrino vevs 

are zero at tree level. Non-zero sneutrino vevs will appear, in general, at one

loop. As a result, the neutrino tree level mass in Eq. ( 4.20) should be corrected. 

However, loop induced vev contributions do not arise for the massless neutrinos 

- they are generated outside the 2 x 2 light neutrino mass matrix - which is 

the case we are interested in. 

d) We choose f..LR = Mz as renormalization scale in (5.3) were we input the DR 

parameters for m~~e(J.LR) at tree level. These parameters are taken after diag

onalising the full neutralino mass matrix in Eq. (4.13). 

e) The infinities which arise in the calculation of the one loop corrections, must be 

absorbed in parameters of the tree-level Lagrangian. It is possible to check that 

there are no infinities which must be absorbed where the mass matrix contains 

zero entries. The divergent parts of the integrals do not depend on the masses 

of the particles in the loop integral and as such the infinities only arise when 

a diagram exists in the interaction picture with only a mass insertion on the 

fermion in the loop. That is, the symmetry which prevents a term existing in 
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the classical Lagrangian also causes the divergent part to cancel in the mass 

basis. This guarantees that it is always possible to absorb the infinite part of 

the integral in the bare parameters of the classical Lagrangian. 

Having considered the above points we find that for the calculation of the one

loop corrections to the eigenstates that are massless at tree level, it is sufficient to 

consider corrections to the bilinear terms purely between these eigenstates. We find 

that it is possible to neglect the one-loop effects which correct other entries of the 

neutral fermion mass matrix, describing neutralino masses or neutralino-neutrino 

m1xmg. 

5.1.2 One loop contributions to the massless neutrino eigen

states 

The mixing of neutrino, neutral Higgsino and neutral gaugino interaction eigenstates 

has been shown to result in two mass eigenstates with zero mass. It is important 

to note the composition of the massless eigenstates; they consist solely of neutrino 

interaction states, not containing any contribution from the fermionic components of 

the gauge supermultiplets or the Higgs supermultiplets. This can be stated, entirely 

equivalently as the rotation matrix in Eq. ( 4.17) becomes [38] 

ZN{l---+4}{5---+6} = 0. (5.4) 

Radiative corrections at one-loop will affect all three of the light mass eigenstates 

('neutrinos') and will lift the degeneracy between the massless eigenstates. The pos

sibility that the hierarchy of mass differences in the neutrino sector can be explained 

in the Jt-MSSM is considered. If the 'atmospheric' mass difference were to result 
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from the tree level splitting and the 'solar' mass difference originated from loop ef

fects, the distinct hierarchy could be accommodated within the model. If the solar 

mass difference is to originate purely from loop corrections to massless eigenstates, 

we must find loop corrections from diagrams with external legs comprised purely of 

neutrino interaction states. A small caveat is required to compare with the literature. 

In a general basis where the sneutrino vacuum expectation values are not zero, the 

massless neutrinos are comprised of interaction state neutrinos and the interaction 

state Higgsino that carries the same quantum numbers. In the 'mass insertion'-type 

diagrams, this means that only diagrams without mass insertion or with a mass in

sertion which changes the original neutrino external leg to the down-type Higgsino 

can contribute to the solar mass [32], if the assumption is made that the solar mass 

arises purely from loop corrections to eigenstates which were massless at tree level. 

The one-loop, one-particle irreducible self energies needed in (5.3) are calculated 

in Appendix F, see (F-l,F-2,F-5,F-6). Results are presented for general vertices and 

for a general Rt; gauge. One then has to simply replace these vertices with the 

appropriate Feynman rules given in Appendix C in order to obtain ED,L. Since this 

rather trivial replacement leads to rather lengthy formulae for the self energies, we 

refrain for presenting the full expressions here. Instead we examine in detail the 

dominant contributions to the massless neutrinos, which are the contributions to 

ED. Of course, the numerical analysis exploits the full expressions. 

From the expressions (F-l,F-2), it can be seen that these corrections are propor

tional to the mass of the fermion in the loop. As such, the diagrams that give a large 

contribution are the diagrams with sufficiently heavy fermions compared to any sup

pression from the vertices. In addition, standard model neutral fermion masses arise 
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entirely due to Supersymmetry breaking in the Ji-MSSM so corrections are expected 

to be large for individual diagrams or a certain amount of fine tuning is required for 

large SUSY soft breaking masses. 

In the next section of this chapter we analyze all the possible contributions to 

I:~ for the massless neutrinos, isolating the dominant ones. For simplicity, we shall 

confine ourselves only to the diagonal parts of I:~, although our numerics account 

also for the off diagonal effects in the massless neutrino sub-block. 

5.1.3 Neutral fermion - neutral scalar contribution 

Diagrammatically this contribution reads as: 

This can be easily calculated by using the formula (F-1) and with the Feynman rules 

read from Appendix C. The result for the full contribution to the massless neutrinos, 

p = q = { 5, 6}, is : 

7 5 3 

=-LLL ;;~2 X 
r=l s=l i,j=l ( ) 

[ 2;w ZN(4+i)pZNlr- 2:w ZN2rZN(4+i)p] [ 2;W ZN(4+j)pZNlr - 2:W ZN2rZN(4+j)p] 

[ZR(2+i)sZR(2+j)sBo(m~o, m'to, m~o)- ZA(2+i)sZA(2+J)sBo(m~o, m~o, m~o)] , (5.5) 
p s r p s r 
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where HP 5 and A? 5 are the CP-even and CP-odd neutral scalar fields, respec-, ... , , ... , 

tively, each containing a mixture ofHiggs and sneutrino fields. The matrices ZN, Zn, ZA 

are those that diagonalize the neutralino, CP-even, and CP-odd Higgs boson mass 

matrices and are defined in (4.21) and (C.7,C.7), respectively (for analytic expres

sions for Zn, ZA see Eq. (3.32) and (3.45)). Individually, the neutral fermion- neutral 

scalar diagrams in (5.5) are large, however, if there were no splitting between the 

mass of CP-even and CP-odd neutral scalar eigenstates there would be an exact 

cancellation between the two diagrams. Notice also that the whole contribution is 

multiplied by a neutralino mass which is generically of the order of the electroweak 

scale. It is rather instructive to simplify Eq. (5.5) by expanding around m~0 and 
s>2 

m 2
Ao as, 

s>2 

where !:lm~i = mt; -m~-i is the CP even- CP odd sneutrino square mass difference. 

Its analytical form can be derived from Eqs. (3.37) and (3.48) of [24] to be 

(5.7) 

where MA is the CP-odd Higgs mass and Mi the soft breaking slepton masses which 

are diagonal in our basis, as discussed in Section 3. A similar expression has been 

derived in Ref. [23]. Zv and ZN are defined in (4.17) and (4.21). The contribution 

(5.6) is driven by the lepton number violating terms in the soft supersymmetry 

breaking sector, Bi and the whole expression for the neutral scalar contribution 

collapses approximately to 

( 
a ) (m o ) 2 B'l tan 2 

(3 ~D f'V 4'7r m,o MK, • 
" (m~o - M2)2 ' 

(5.8) 
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where M is the sneutrino or Higgs and mK.o the neutralino masses in the loop, re-

spectively. The importance of this contribution has already been pointed out in 

Refs. [13, 32]. The mass insertion approximation diagram reads as 

hg hg 
iiL ~·,iiL 

VL~VL 

B/W0 BjW0 

where the 'blobs' indicate insertions of Bis, scalar and gaugino masses. The neutral 

scalar-fermion contribution is thus a) suppressed from the CP-even-CP odd sneu-

trino mass square difference, i.e, the lepton number violating soft SUSY breaking 

parameter Bi, b) is enhanced by tan 2 (3, and finally c) suppressed by three powers of 

SUSY breaking masses. 

The approximate formula (5.6) does not, in general, capture the full neutral 

fermion-scalar correction. There are other corrections of the same order of magni-

tude, including the Higgs bosons in s = 1, 2 states. This expansion is more compli-

cated than (5.6) and is given explicitly in section 5.2, Eq. (5.30), where we discuss 

our numerical results and compare with approximate formulae of this chapter. 

Ignoring possible accidental cancellations from other diagrams, [ Bi tan (3] must be 

smaller than the 0.1% of the sneutrino mass squared, M 2
, in order to have mv::; 1 eV. 

On the other hand, numerically, if the 'solar' neutrino mass difference were to be 

generated by this diagram, then Bi "' 0(1)GeV2
. Because Bi is in principle not 

constrained from above by other means, we conclude that this diagram dominates 

the whole contribution especially when the trilinear couplings, .A, A', are negligible. 
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5.1.4 Charged fermion- charged scalar contribution 

This contribution reads diagrammatically as: 

H+ s 
.............. 

"' ' I \ 

'"~~'"~ 
+ -'"r '"r 

Using the generic formula the self energy, (F-1), the Feynman rules from Appendix C, 

and also by applying Eq. (5.4), we find that the full diagonal contribution for p = 

q = { 5, 6}, is : 

8 5 3 3 

~~PP = L L. L L (;;)2 (>.alkz~(2+a)sz+(2+k)rZN(4+l)p) X 
s=l r=l I,J,k,l=l a,f3=0 

where ZN, Z+, Z_, ZH are rotation matrices in the neutral fermion, charged fermion, 

and charged scalar sectors, and defined in (4.17), (4.30), and (C.8), respectively. It 

is important to notice that following ( 4.30) we obtain, Z+(2+k)r ::::::: Z 1 kr, with r > 2 

and hence the contribution (5.9) is proportional to the mass of a light fermion, m~t;:: . 

In addition, since ZN(4+l)p::::::: Zvtp, (4.17) shows that the contribution (5.9) contains 

the rotation mixing matrix Zv, which has been presented analytically in ( 4. 21). In 

order to analyze the dominant pieces from the charged scalar - fermion contribution, 

it is instructive to consider two cases : \jk = 0 and \jk =1- 0. 

In the case where the trilinear superpotential couplings are absent the charged 

lepton loop has a small contribution to the massless neutrino eigenstates. From the 
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discussion above and (5.9), we obtain at the limit of small lepton masses (compared 

to the SUSY breaking ones), 
8 3 5 

'E~PP = L. L L (;;)2 (>..olk Z7J2s Zzkr Zvzp) X 
s=l l,J,k,l=l r>2 

[ 
8

: ZH(2+i)sZ:_ 1rZvip - AoijZH(5+j)sZ:_2rZvip] Bo(O, m~:, 0) ,(5.10) 

where AiOj = ->..oij is the lepton Yukawa coupling obtained from Eq. (4.26). We can 

analyse further equation (5.10) by Taylor expansion with respect to m~+ (commonly 
s 

named "Mass Insertion Approximation", or MIA, see, for example, review in Ref. [60]) 

and using (4.27,4.30) and (C.8,C.8) , 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

where m1 is the lepton mass and Me a generic gaugino mass. Hence, the neutrino 

couples to either the right handed component of the electron, the w- or the Higgsino 

with couplings proportional to f-Li· All the above can be diagrammatically depicted 

with mass insertions as : 

h]" .... eL , ~ 
I \ 

VL~VL 

eR w-

(5.14) 
(5.15) 

where !vf'i£+ is a generic charged Higgs mass. Obviously, both the fermion and the 

scalar propagator are suppressed by lepton number violating couplings. This contri-
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bution is then compared with the one previously considered with neutral particles 

in the loop. Indeed, in order to account for the atmospheric neutrino mass scale 

it must be J.-li << .;B; rv 0(1 GeV) and hence the charged particle contribution is 

always smaller than the neutral one. Our finding here is in general agreement with 

the discussion in Refs. 113, 21]. Finally, notice the Goldstone contribution vanishes 

since this always conserves lepton number. 

If the trilinear superpotentiallepton number violating coupling Aijk is turned on, 

then a lepton - slepton loop contribution is generated. In contrast with the pure 

bilinear case, the trilinear contribution may dominate depending on the magnitude 

of A.. In this case the full contribution in (5.9) results in 

8 5 3 

"E~PP = LL L ;;;:2 x [A.mikz~(2+m)sz+(2+k)rZN(4+i)p] X 
s=l r=l i,j,k,l,m,n=l ( ) 

(5.16) 

Again, making use of ( 4.21, 4.30) we see that the contribution is proportional to the 

light lepton masses and involves the neutrino mixing matrix. We can go a little bit 

further and perform MIA expansion of (5.16) as we did before. The contribution 

then reads, 

(5.17) 

where m1q is a light charged lepton mass, (M~+) is the charged scalar mass ma

trix in the interaction basis and is given by (C.8). In our notation (M~+h+j _ 

(M~+ )5+1,5+1, and so on. In the denominator and logarithm of (5.17) one has the 
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difference of diagonal elements mm and jj of LL and RR slepton mass matrices, re-

spectively. The approximation (5.17) is proportional to the mixing matrix elements 

(M~+ h+m,5+j which is nothing other than the LR mixing elements of the charged 

slepton mass matrix (C.8). These matrix elements are (almost) unbounded from 

experiments when m = j in contrast to the case m # j. 

This contribution has been discussed largely in the literature, see for instance [13, 

21, 23, 31, 41, 43, 47]. It is instructive to draw the mass insertion approximation 

diagram corresponding to (5.17) : 

In the case of dominant \kk coupling, 

(5.18) 

with A1 being a trilinear SUSY breaking coupling and M a generic soft SUSY break

ing mass for a slepton. Comparing (5.18) with (5.14,5.15) of the previous case with 

). --t 0, we see that the latter is suppressed with at least a factor f1d M. In the case 

where the final two indices are different, \kt' k # l there is an extra suppression from 

slepton intergenerational mixing and the couplings must be stronger if the lepton 

in the loop is lighter. Our calculation is general enough to allow for these effects 

too. Furthermore, it is obvious from (5.17) that the T - 7-contribution, \ 33 , is the 

dominant one and this coupling tends usually to be strongly bounded. 
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5.1.5 Quark - squark contribution 

In general, this contribution originates from up and down quarks and squarks in the 

loop: 

The up-quark-squark contribution vanishes identically, for the mass eigenstates 

which are massless at tree level. This can be easily seen by applying the master 

equation (5.4) to the corresponding [neutralino-up-quark-up-squark] vertex given 

explicitly in the Appendix C. 

The case of down quark-squark contribution (the right Feynman diagram above) 

can be divided in two cases depending on the dominance of the trilinear superpoten-

tial contribution : If X - 0 and the only source of lepton number violation is the 

bilinear term then the contribution vanishes. Note that this does not necessarily dis-

agree with the findings of Refs. [20, 39] where apparently this contribution is claimed 

to be the dominant one. Recall that we are working in the basis where the sneutrino 

vevs are zero and thus we cannot directly compare, at least graph by graph with this 

work. In the case of Ref. [39] for example, the bilinear term, J-tiLiH2 is rotated away. 

This rotation generates new, non-negligible superpotential trilinear couplings which 

is the case we are about to consider. Hence, if A~jk =f. 0, then the situation changes 

dramatically. Following (F -1), the Feynman rules for the down type quarks of the 

Appendix C, we find that the most general contribution to the massless neutrinos, 
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p = q = {5, 6}, reads as, 

3 6 

E~PP = .. L L ~:)~ [,\Jik,\~kmzdiszd(3+m)sZN(4+j)pZN(4+n)p] Bo(m~g,mJ.,m~k), 
t,J,k,n,m=l s=l 

where the rotation matrix in the down squark sector, ZJ, is defined in (C-6), and ZN 

in (4.17). It is much more instructive to Taylor expand the full contribution (5.19) 

around a constant SUSY breaking mass into parameters of the original Lagrangian. 

In the limit of small neutrino and quark masses, this results in 

3 

E~pp = L (5.20) 
j,n,k,m=l 

where the mass matrix MJ is defined in (C-7). Notice that (MJk3+m are the 

elements of the LR mixing block of MJ and our notation reads (MJ)i - (MJ)ii· 

The Feynman diagram with quark and squark mass insertions representing (5.20) is: 

Some remarks are in order : First the quark-squark contribution is proportional to 

neutrino mixing through the matrix ( 4. 21), and hence to possible hierarchies between 

f.-LiS. Second, it is proportional to squark flavour mixing. Experimental results for 

K - k, and B - B mass difference set severe constraints in the intergenerational 

squark mixings in the lepton number conserving MSSM [(MJ)i,3+m must be small 

for i # m]. Although, our calculation is as general as possible and allows for these 

effects we shall assume (MJk3+m = 0, i # m in our numerical results below. The 

quark-squark contribution may be dominant for sufficient large X couplings. 
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5.1.6 Neutral fermi on - Z gauge boson contribution 

The corresponding Feynman diagram is : 

ZJ.L 

Due to the approximate unitarity of the neutrino sub-block of ZN, the contribution 

of this diagram is suppressed either by the lightness of the particle in the loop or by 

the value of the coupling. However, as we obtain from Eq. (F-2) and Appendix F, 

this contribution is gauge dependent. The dependence again cancels the neutral 

fermion-scalar contribution in (5.5) with the Goldstone boson (s = 1) in the loop. 

Although we prove this cancellation numerically, it can be also shown analytically. 

5.1.7 Charged fermion- W gauge boson contribution 

The Feynman diagram for this contribution is: 

WJ.L 

Following (5.4) and the Feynman rules of Appendix C, when the external legs are 

purely neutrino interaction eigenstates (p, r = 5 or 6), there is no "'o_"'+ vertex. 

Hence, the contribution of this diagram vanishes identically. 
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5.1.8 Summary of the one-loop radiative corrections to mass

less neutrinos 

The total one-loop contribution to massless neutrino masses is given by the sum of 

the neutral scalar loop in (5.5), the charged scalar loop in (5.9), and the squark 

loop in (5.19). The gauge boson contributions are negligible. If the trilinear super

potential couplings are tiny then the dominant contribution arises from the neutral 

scalar fermion loop and is proportional to CP-even - CP-odd sneutrino mixing [see 

Eq. (5.6)]. If trilinear couplings are not small, then depending upon their nature .A 

or A' dominate through lepton- slepton [see Eq. (5.16)) and quark- squark [see 

Eq. (5.20)] diagrams. 

5.1.9 Comparison with Literature 

Our work improves on other work which can be found in the literature as no as

sumptions or approximations need to be made. Calculations can be performed in 

the most general supersymmetric model with minimal particle content, without any 

assumption that matrices are flavour diagonal, or that any complex phases are set to 

zero. We have not neglected any terms or phases in the neutral scalar sector, a basis 

was chosen in which to perform the calculation that had a decoupled CP-odd and 

CP-even sector and two real vevs. In choosing this basis, it is clear that the lepton 

Yukawa matrix is not, in general, diagonal and the lepton mixing matrix does not 

come purely from the neutrino sector. This is in contrast to previous work where, 

in whatever basis the calculation is performed, the lepton Yukawa is chosen to be 

diagonal. In [33] assumptions are made in the soft sector, such as intergenerational 
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mixing being zero, which allows a basis to be chosen where the Yukawa matrices 

are diagonal. Similarly, in [13, 23] there is the assumption of CP conservation in the 

neutral scalar sector. 

Many diagrams are suggested in the literature as being important in generating 

a correct solar mass difference. Under the assumption that the solar mass difference 

comes solely from loop corrections to eigenstates which are massless at tree level, 

in a general basis the external legs must consist purely of neutrino and down-type 

Higgsino interaction eigenstates (in the basis with sneutrino vevs rotated to zero 

the external legs must consist purely of interaction state neutrinos). As such, when 

diagrams are presented with 'mass insertions', it is clear that any diagrams with in

sertions coupling the neutrino to an up-type Higgsino or gaugino on the external leg 

will not contribute to the solar mass difference at one-loop. In a basis where sneu

trino vevs are not zero, the diagrams with an insertion mixing between interaction 

state neutrinos and the down-type Higgsino contribute to the radiative correction 

of massless tree level eigenstates. In the basis where sneutrino vevs are zero this 

contribution is included in the trilinear vertex, )/l. 

Many papers [13,21,23,31,41] note the contribution of the loops driven by trilinear 

couplings )/l and produce expressions, often with flavour mixing suppressed, that 

agree with the expressions given here. 

The contribution to the charged scalar loop from bilinear couplings is also widely 

noted. Whether a contribution is due to bilinear or trilinear couplings is a basis 

dependent statement [31]. We agree with the results in [13, 33, 39], however in our 

basis the diagrams in [33, 39] are accounted for in the trilinear loops. 

The importance of the neutral scalar loop has also been noted previously. We 
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agree with the general result of 140,61] that a sneutrino mass difference will give rise 

to a radiative correction in the neutrino sector and with 113] that this loop can be the 

dominant contribution. The neutral scalar contribution is included in the analysis 

presented in 120], but is not discussed in 133]. 

The role of tadpole corrections is stressed in 120]. If we assume the solar mass 

difference arises from the loop corrected 'massless' neutrinos, we can see that the 

tadpoles do not play a role the determining its magnitude. In the interaction picture, 

there is no V0 -V0 -Higgs vertex, so the tadpole contributions vanish. Of course, the 

tadpoles will affect the other heavy neutral fermions. 

A certain class of two-loop diagrams and resulting effects on bounds for lepton 

number violating couplings have been considered 162] 

5.2 Numerical Results 

In this section we present our numerical results for the neutrino masses. As we have 

already explained, in our most general analysis we use the MNS matrix defined by 

neutrino oscillations as an input. Of course this matrix is not accurately known, but 

its general 'picture' has been emerging during the last five or so years with angles 

and the 3a allowed ranges of the neutrino oscillation parameters from a combined, 

global data, analysis 163], reading, 

sin2 
()12 = 0.24- 0.40 , sin2 

()23 = 0.34 - 0.68 , sin2 
() 13 ::=;: 0.046, (5.21) 

~m~1 = (7.1- 8.9) x 10-5 eV2
, l~m51 1 = (1.4- 3.3) x 10-3 eV2 

. (5.22) 
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In our analysis we fix the neutrino mixing angles to reproduce the tri-bimaximal 

mixing scenario of Ref. [64] , 

. 2 () 1 
Sill 12 = 3 ' . 2 () 1 

Slll 23 = 2 ' (5.23) 

in agreement with (5.21); the resulting predictions for neutrino mass squared differ

ences are then compared with (5.22), to see whether the values chosen for the input 

parameters give results in agreement with current experimental limits. At present, 

there is no experimental evidence for CP-violation in the leptonic sector; as such, al-

though our analysis is general enough to accommodate these effects, in what follows, 

we shall assume that they are negligible. 

In addition to the experimental inputs for the quark and lepton fermion masses 

and mixings, soft supersymmetry breaking masses and couplings must also be ini-

tialised. We follow the benchmark SPSla [65] where 

M0 = 100 GeV, M1; 2 = 250 GeV, A0 = -100 GeV, tan,B = 10, p,0 > 0, 

(5.24) 

and read the low energy SUSY breaking and superpotential parameters at low ener

gies using the code of Ref. [66]. The input parameters of primary interest are those 

which violate lepton number. In the zero neutrino vev basis, these are, 

>..ijk , (5.25) 

where the last two, h and h' are the trilinear lepton number violating parameters 

in the supersymmetry breaking part of the Lagrangian. Apart from these latter 

parameters, which concern trilinear couplings of scalar particles, all others can be 

used to set the atmospheric neutrino mass2 difference or the solar mass2 difference. 

There are two main cases: 
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• Tree level dominance : the atmospheric mass2 difference originates from tree 

level contributions to neutrino masses (Fig. 5.1). 

3 _______ _ 3 

Atm 

1 - loop correcticms 2 

Solar 

2 

Figure 5.1: Neutrino mass scales : tree level dominance 

• Loop level dominance : The atmospheric mass2 difference originates from one-

loop contributions to neutrino masses (Fig. 5.2). 

3 -----.---

Atm 

1-loop correcticms 2 ---,.----+---

Solar 

Figure 5.2: Neutrino mass scales : loop-level dominance 

In either case, the solar mass2 difference originates from loop effects from the lepton 

number violating parameters in ( 5.25). 

The correct neutrino mass hierarchy can be always generated by the proper choice 

of just two of the lepton number violating parameters from the list of (5.25) -one of 

which sets the scale of the atmospheric mass2 difference, the second setting the solar 

mass2 difference. Of course, in the most general case all parameters can contribute. 
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After choosing the lepton number violating (LNV) parameters, the method de

scribed in section 4.5 is then employed to determine the charged lepton Yukawa 

matrix. In general it needs to be non-diagonal, in order to reproduce correct masses 

of both neutral and charged leptons and the U M NS mixing matrix. The non-diagonal 

Yukawa matrix (thus also non-diagonal charged lepton mass matrix), may easily give 

rise to effects which are already subject to strong experimental bounds; tree level 

lepton flavour processes, such as J.L -t e1 or J.L -t eee, are not suppressed and loop 

corrections to the electron mass will have contributions proportional to the tau mass. 

To avoid such problems, the specific cases considered in the next sections are those 

for which the large mixing in the lepton sector, as seen in the MNS matrix, has its 

origin purely in the neutral sector, and the charged lepton Yukawa couplings remain 

flavour-diagonal. The formalism we have described thus far allows the correct masses 

and mixing of charged leptons to be initialised. However, this will lead, in general, to 

an off-diagonal lepton Yukawa matrix. These, less natural, initial parameters are not 

necessarily ruled out and within the framework set out above, it is entirely possible 

to perform the calculations as described. However, we now prefer to consider a set 

of parameters for which we do not rely on cancellations in the charged lepton sector 

to make the model phenomenologically viable. The simplest way in which this can 

be achieved, is to find LNV parameters for which lepton Yukawas are diagonal. 

From Eq. ( 4.36), for the case where the lepton Yukawa is diagonal and therefore 

Zt is the unit matrix, we see that 

(5.26) 

up to higher order terms. Using the MNS matrix as an input, it is possible to see 

which ratios of entries in the mass matrix give rise to the correct leptonic mixing, 
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being, 

(5.27) 

For example, to set the atmospheric scale at tree level, we can see from Eq. (4.19) 

that as long as the hierarchy of f..Li matches the ratios of any of the rows in the MNS 

matrix, the mass matrix follow the correct pattern to be consistent with the observed 

mixing matrix. If a second mass scale is set up using the pattern dictated by one 

of the other rows of the MNS matrix, the full MNS matrix will be produced upon 

diagonalisation. 

It is worth noting the nontrivial fact that such an approach, i.e. generating 

correct structure of neutrino masses and mixings, while keeping FCNC processes in 

charged lepton sector suppressed, is at all possible. 

5.2.1 Tree level dominance scenario 

At tree level, the mass of a neutrino can be set using f..Li parameters (4.20). The top 

left panel in Fig. 5.3 shows how the value of (.6.miTM) varies with J..L1 only, setting 

J..L2,3 = 0. The grey (or red in col or) line is the result given by diagonalising the 

full neutralino matrix in (4.13) and the dark (blue in color) line is given by (4.20). 

They agree perfectly in Fig. 5.3a and thus only one line is shown. The shaded band 

shows the current 3a limits. From Eq. (4.20) it can be seen, however, that it is 

IJ..L 1 1
2 + IJ..L2 1

2 + IJ..L3 I
2 which sets the mass of the tree level neutrino and as such it is 

straightforward to set any hierarchy between the f..Li and still maintain the same value 

for the atmospheric difference. To correctly reproduce the MNS matrix, we choose 
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as an input a very simple hierarchy between the /-Li parameters, 

Hierarchy (A) : (5.28) 

The scale of all three /-Li is set such that a tree level neutrino of the correct mass is 

generated which result in the observed atmospheric mass difference, being, 

1-L1 = 1.47 MeV, J.L2 = J2 x 1.47 MeV, J.L3 = J3 x 1.47 MeV . (5.29) 

At tree level, this choice of hierarchy gives rise to the MNS matrix, up to the SU(2) 

rotation described earlier, being driven solely by the neutral sector; the charged 

lepton mass matrix is diagonal, and as such we have chosen a set of parameters 

within this basis which avoids the possible phenomenological problems. 

A further, single lepton number violating parameter can then be chosen to set the 

scale of the solar mass2 difference. The question of the arbitrariness of the tree level 

neutrino basis is complicated by the requirement that once the loop corrected mass 

matrix is diagonalised, Z 1 being the unit matrix is consistent with the experimentally 

observed MNS matrix. As only one further lepton number violating coupling is 

initiated, the ratios in which the loop effects are distributed in the loop corrected 

mass matrix are approximately determined by the tree level mixing matrix. As such 

we can determine an approximate expression for the extra contribution to the full 

rotation matrix from rediagonalising the loop effects. The further condition that the 

full rotation must reproduce the MNS matrix allows us to fix the tree level basis. 

The three further Figs. 5.3(b,c,d) show the range of possible parameters in this 

scenario. In each of these plots, the set of /-Li are given the values (5.29) and another, 

single lepton number violating coupling is varied. In each case, the gray (or red) line 

shows the full result and the dark (blue) line is the result predicted by the approx-
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imate solutions. The fact that >. 133 and >.~33 give the correct solar mass difference 

over a similar range of parameters is a numerical coincidence. For this example, 

the factors from the different fermion masses in the quark loop, colour counting and 

scalar mixing cancel each other. 

The contribution of the neutral scalar loop discussed in section 5.1, results from 

cancellations between the CP-even and the CP-odd diagrams and may includes con-

tributions of approximately the same order. As such, the approximation presented 

earlier in the text, Eq. (5.6), does not agree well with the full result. The discrep-

ancy between the full result and the approximate result reflects the fact that various 

contributions arise from different places in the full calculation (e.g. the effect on the 

mixing matrices, the effect on the sneutrino masses). The approximate result plotted 

in Fig. 5.3b is given by 

"D ,....., 
LJNpp -

+ 

+ 

+ 

The approximate result for the charged scalar loop, given by Eq. (5.17) agrees well 

with the full result (Fig. 5.3c). However, as >. 133 = ->.313 , there are other diagrams 

which contribute to the full result which are not included in the approximation. The 

approximate expression captures the important effect. The agreement between the 
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full result and the approximate result, given by Eq. (5.20) when varying A~33 (see 

Fig 5.3d) is very good, as the diagram highlighted in the text is the only diagram 

which contributes. 

5.2.2 Loop level dominance scenario 

It is possible for both the solar and the atmospheric scales to be set by loop correc

tions. This happens if the bilinear parameters /-Li are small enough. In this section 

we analyse this case setting strictly /-LI = fL2 = fL 3 = 0, so that the one-loop correc

tions to the full 3 x 3 neutrino mass matrix are finite. Otherwise a more involved 

renormalisation scheme has to be implemented. 

Again, we would like to set the Lagrangian parameters such that one can generate 

the correct structure of the MNS matrix while keeping the charged Yukawa couplings 

flavour-diagonal. This can be achieved if the neutrino mass hierarchy is governed by 

the trilinear A and A' couplings. For the diagrams dominated by trilinear couplings 

the flavour of the external legs of the loop can be "swapped independently" of the 

flavour of the particles in the loop, just changing the appropriate indices of the A, A1 

matrices in the loop vertices. Setting the A and A' entries which control the couplings 

of the external legs in certain hierarchies, one can ensure that also the ratios of the 

various entries in the one-loop corrected neutrino mass matrix are such that they 

give rise to the correct U M N s rotation matrix. 

The possible hierarchies are given by the rows of the MNS matrix and are, with 
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a generic coupling >..~~~ as follows3
, 

Hierarchy (B) 

Hierarchy (C) 

Hierarchy (D) 

\I - ).~jj - ).~jj 
"'1jj - J2 - J3 

\I - ).~jj - - ).~jj 
"'1jj - J2 - J3 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

Due to the antisymmetry of the first two indices of>.. it can only be chosen to follow 

hierarchy (D) described above. 

As the nature of the loop corrections due to Bi means that the external legs cannot 

be swapped without affecting the flavour structure inside the loop, it is difficult to fix 

a hierarchy of Bi in the Lagrangian which will automatically give rise to the correct 

ratios in the one-loop corrected mass matrix. 

We consider first, the case where the atmospheric mass2 difference is set by >..i33 in 

hierarchy (D). The range of values for which the correct atmospheric mass difference 

is given is plotted in Fig. 5.4a. Note that although we plot on the x-axis >.. 133 , the 

coupling >.. 233 is also varying to keep the hierarchy (D) fixed. The fact that both >.. 133 

and >..233 contribute is the reason the value of the coupling is only a little greater 

than the value of >.. 133 which correctly reproduces the solar mass difference in the 

tree-level dominated scenario. 

The further three panels [Fig. 5.4(b-d)] have a fixed set of >..i33 in hierarchy (D) 

giving the atmospheric difference. Being, 

A133 = 6.7 X 10-5
, 

).. __ 6.7 X 10-5 

233- J2 ' (5.34) 

3 Couplings with >.~~~, with j -1- k have only negligible contributions to neutrino masses and 

excluded from our hierarchy list. 
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,\333 = 0 due to the antisymmetry between the first two indices, fitting hierarchy 

(D). In addition to this, Fig. 5.4b varies ,\~ 11 , 211 , 311 in hierarchy (B) giving the solar 

mass2 difference. Again, we plot the solar mass2 difference against the value of ,\'111 , 

however ,\;11 311 are being varied at the same time. The two remaining panels take in 

turn different sets of three X couplings, ,\~22 and ,\~33 . The final two indices determine 

which particle is produced in the loop. As such, with a lighter particle in the loop, 

the couplings must be greater to compensate. We see that, in moving from one 

panel to the next Fig. 5.4(b-----+ d), to produce the same mass difference, a smaller 

value of the coupling is required with a heavier particle in the loop. With the down 

quark in the loop (Fig. 5.4b) the value needed for the coupling may result in large 

contributions to the neutrinoless double beta decay rate as it is already approaching 

the excluded regime [67]. 

Finally, Fig. 5.5a, we show how the atmospheric mass2 difference can be set by the 

three ,\~33 couplings in hierarchy (B), plotting the result for the atmospheric mass2 

difference against ,\~ 33 . Next, we set ,\~33 to take the following values 

(5.35) 

The remaining three plots, Fig. 5.5(b,c,d), show the change in solar mass2 difference, 

as sets of either ,\~ 11 i 22 in hierarchy (C) or the set Ai33 in hierarchy (D) are varied. , 

5.3 Summary 

An increasingly accurate picture of the neutrino sector, with masses much smaller 

than the charged leptons and a distinctive mixing matrix in the W -vertex, is being 
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discerned by current experiments. We note that there are three preferred ZN symme

tries in the supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model with minimal particle 

content. Imposing a Z 2 symmetry results in the widely studied R-parity conserving 

MSSM, however another preferred symmetry, Z 3 , gives rise to a Lagrangian which 

explicitly violates lepton number. These interactions lead to neutrino masses, both 

through a 'see-saw' type suppression at tree level and through radiative corrections. 

We have considered the most general scenario in this model; no assumptions have 

been made concerning CP-violation or intergenerational mixing, for example. 

In the basis set out in Chapter 3, we find that a non-zero neutrino mass will 

arise at tree level unless all /1-i are zero and analyse in detail, the further contribu

tions to masses that come from loop corrections. We show that the magnitude of 

the contributions due to neutral fermion loops, examined in section 5.1.3 are deter

mined by the size of the bilinear supersymmetry breaking parameter, Bi; that loops 

with charged fermions, described in section 5.1.4, have a contribution due to tri

linear lepton number violating couplings in the superpotential, Aijk; and that quark 

loops, section 5.1.5, are determined by the trilinear lepton number violating coupling 

>.~jk· Each of these contributions can be dominant. In sections 5.1.6 and 5.1. 7, we 

consider the gauge loops and why they do not give large contributions to neutrinos 

which are massless at tree level. We derive expressions for the full calculation, which 

form the basis of our numerical analysis. We also present approximate expressions 

in each section, which are simple, compact formulas encoding the important infor

mation pertaining to each diagram. In our presentation of the results, as seen in 

Figs. 5.3,5.4,5.5 these simple expressions are shown to be in good agreement with 

the full result. 
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The lepton sector in the .Jt-MSSM is much more involved than the lepton number 

conserving MSSM. Mixing between leptons, gauginos and higgsinos ensures the ques

tion of initialising Lagrangian parameters must be carefully considered. A framework 

has been constructed in section 4 to correctly reproduce the charged lepton masses 

and MNS matrix for any set of lepton number violating couplings. 

In constructing the framework in which to perform the calculation it is clear that 

there will be, in general, large intergenerational mixing in the lepton Yukawa matrix, 

this allows the possibility of unsuppressed tree level flavour violating processes, al

ready subjected to strong bounds. To circumvent this problem we considered sets of 

Lagrangian parameters for which the MNS matrix has its origin solely in the neutral 

sector, the lepton Yukawa matrix being diagonal. The three rows of the MNS matrix 

correspond to three sets of ratios between entries in the loop corrected mass matrix 

which will give the correct MNS angles. It is possible to set these ratios by setting 

hierarchies in the couplings between generations. With the condition that it must be 

possible to change the flavour of the external legs of the diagram without affecting 

the flavour structure of the loop, there is some freedom in choosing which group of 

Lagrangian parameters we set in each hierarchy. 

Lepton number conserving parameters were fixed to be the SPSla benchmark 

point, and we have investigated the effect of varying the lepton number violating 

couplings, as seen in Figs. 5.3,5.4,5.5. We have shown that values for lepton num

ber violating couplings exist, which give the correct atmospheric and solar mass2 

difference, charged lepton masses and mixing, which are not already excluded by 

existing studies of low energy bounds. There are two distinct scenarios that achieve 

this: the tree level dominance scenario, in which the atmospheric scale is set at tree 
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level and the solar scale set by radiative effects, and another, the loop level domi

nance scenario, in which both the atmospheric and solar scales are set by radiative 

corrections. 

In the tree level dominance scenario, we choose the f..Li parameters to be of the 

order of 1 MeV, such that the correct result for the atmospheric mass2 difference is 

obtained. They are chosen to obey a certain hierarchy, which ensures the mixing 

matrix is consistent with observed MNS. 

In addition to this, a further, single lepton number violating coupling can set the 

scale of the solar mass2 difference by determining the contribution of the appropriate 

loop diagram. It is possible to generate loop diagrams of the appropriate scale, by 

including either a non-zero A,>.' or B coupling. We find that the correct solar scale 

can then be set by any of 

B1 rv 0.21 GeV2 
rv [ 300 f..Ll] 

2 

A133 rv 3.4 X 10-5 
rv Ye , 

A~33 rv 3.2 X 10-5 
rv 0.1yd 1 (5.36) 

where Ye,d is the Yukawa coupling of either the electron or the down quark, presented 

here merely for the sake of comparison. 

In the second case, the correct masses and mixing for both charged and neutral 

fermions can be achieved without a massive neutrino at tree level. The solar and 

atmospheric mass2 differences both arise from radiative corrections at one-loop, using 

loop contributions whose value is determined by sets of A or >.' couplings in given 

hierarchies, such that the observed MNS is generated. Firstly, we show that we can 

set the atmospheric scale with a set of A couplings of the order of the electron Yukawa 
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coupling, then find the solar scale is correctly set by )...' couplings of the order of the 

down quark Yukawa coupling. 

Alternatively, the atmospheric scale can be set by )...' couplings, 

\I ,\~33 ,\~33 3 25 10-5 0 
/\133 = J2 = J3 = · X "" .lyd , (5.37) 

and the solar mass2 difference can be generated by another set of)...' couplings, 

(5.38) 

or a set of ,\ couplings of the order of the electron Yukawa. 

The study of neutrino masses provides the basis for further work concerning lep-

ton number violating phenomena. The ranges of values for lepton number violating 

parameters required to produce the correct masses and mixing, will be reflected in 

processes such as tree level lepton flavour violating decays and will have repercussions 

concerning rare events such as neutrinoless double beta decay and measurements of 

electric and magnetic dipole moments. In fact, it has been shown in [68] that contri-

butions to the electric dipole moments of the electron and neutron from trilinear R-

parity violating superpotential terms only contribute at the two-loop level; however, 

for Majorana particles they will give rise to one-loop effects leading to constraints 

on R-parity violating parameters by neutrino electric and magnetic dipole moment 

bounds. Such correlations make a valuable link between collider experiments and 

upcoming neutrino experiments. In the next chapter, we examine a particular set 

of decays, the radiative flavour-violating charged lepton decays. If these decays are 

driven solely by the neutrino sector, the resulting branching ratio will be too small 

to measure, however in many extensions of the Standard Model, particularly su-

persymmetric extensions, decays of this type can become large. We investigate the 
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possibility that the type and magnitude of operators required to generate neutrino 

masses in the Jt-MSSM will also generate observable decay rates for radiative lepton 

decays. 
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Figure 5.3: Predictions for atmospheric and solar neutrino mass2 differences 

( 6.miTM) and ( 6.m§01) for the tree level dominance scenario vs. variations of Lep

ton Number Violating (LNV) parameters as displayed in figure titles. The 3CJ gray 

(green) band consistent with experiment is displayed for comparison, as well as the 

full (gray or red curve) and approximate (dark or blue curve) results. a) Only t-t 1 is 

varied. For all other figures, I-Li is fixed as in hierarchy (A) as explained in the text 

and b) B 1 , or c) >.. 133 , or d) >..; 33 , is varied respectively. 
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Figure 5.4: Same as in Fig. 3 but for the loop-level dominance scenario. All LNV 

parameters are zero apart from a) Ai33 that is varied in hierarchy (D). For all other 

figures , Ai33 is fixed to a value (s ee the text) consistent with the atmospheric mass2 

difference and b) only >.~ 11 is varied in hierarchy (B) or c) only >.~22 in hierarchy (B) 

or d) only >.~33 in hierarchy (B) in order to accommodate the solar mass2 difference. 
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Chapter 6 

The :Jt-MSSM at one loop: Radiative 

decays 

Processes which do not conserve lepton flavour, the flavour oscillations in the neutrino 

sector, have been observed [69]. This is in contrast with the charged sector, where 

no such observation has been made. The decays T ----+ f.l/'f, e1 and J-l ----+ e1 can 

be driven solely by the known lepton flavour violation in the neutral sector, the 

branching ratio will be small [70], however, well below current experimental limits, 

due to the magnitude of the neutrino mass. Noticing that in many extensions of 

the Standard Model this branching ratio increases greatly, 1 together with the fact 

1 The effect of lepton flavour non-conservation from the charged slepton mass matrix in super

symmetric extensions of the Standard Model where a seesaw mechanism results in light Majorana 

neutrinos is noted in Ref. [71], this work is extended in Ref [72], where bounds for off-diagonal 

terms are calculated. In Ref. [73] the results for this model are correlated with neutrino masses 

and the (gp.- 2) data and in Ref. [74] the possibility of discriminating between different supersym

metric seesaw models is investigated. A bottom-up approach is considered in Ref. [75], resulting 

in predictions for the 11- -> E"f branching ratio. Methods for discerning models with heavy right 
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that experimental bounds for these decays will soon be improved by several orders of 

magnitude, suggests that these decays are a valuable place to scrutinise the Standard 

Model and test theories which extend it. 

In the previous chapter, it has been shown that the current experimental values 

of neutrino mass squared differences and mixing can be accommodated within the 

model, being determined by the value of lepton number violating couplings in either 

the superpotential, or the supersymmetry breaking terms of the Lagrangian. 

Crucially, the operators which give rise to neutrino masses in this model may 

also give rise to lepton flavour violation in the charged sector. In this chapter, based 

on [77], we shall consider combinations of lepton number violating parameters that 

correctly reproduce the observations made in oscillation experiments. For these sets 

of parameters we shall investigate whether they would result in branching ratios of 

rare leptonic decays which would already have been observed, or would be observed 

by forthcoming experimental studies. If the rare leptonic decays are not observed, the 

improving bound will be valuable in precluding certain scenarios. We select scenarios 

in which the off-diagonal terms in the supersymmetry breaking scalar mass matrices 

are zero. It is possible, of course, even in the R-parity conserving MSSM, that this is 

not the case and that these terms will lead to large branching ratios for lepton flavour 

violating decays [72]. The aim of this study is to examine, specifically, the effects 

of lepton number violating terms in the Lagrangian and the interplay between the 

charged and neutral sector. As such, we will examine the scenarios which are only 

handed neutrinos from R-parity violating models using a number of decays are studied in Ref. [76]. 

Renormalisation group effects due to R-parity violating couplings and their effect on the J.L ---+ e-y 

branching ratio are considered in Ref. [41]. 
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present in the ~-MSSM and will not examine phenomena which have their origin in 

the R-parity conserving part of the Lagrangian. 

6.1 Experimental Results, Bounds and Prospects 

The results from oscillation experiments combine to describe the mass squared dif-

ferences and mixing angles of the neutrino sector increasing accurately. The current2 

3a allowed ranges are [69] 

sin2 812 = 0.24 - 0.40 , sin2 823 = 0.34 - 0.68 , (6.1) 

6.m~l = (7.1- 8.9) X w-5 eV2 
' l6.m~1l = (1.9- 3.2) X 10-3 eV2 

. (6.2) 

In our analysis we choose Lagrangian parameters such that the neutrino mixing 

angles match the tri-bimaximal mixing scenario of Ref. [64], 

. 2 8 1 
Slll 12 = 3 , . 2 8 1 

Sill 23 = 2 , (6.3) 

The following bounds have been set on the branching ratios of J.L -----t e"( [78], T -----t 

J.L'Y [79] and T -----t e"( [80]. 

Br(J.L -----t e"() < 1.2 X w-ll 

Br(T -----t J.L'Y) < 6.8 X w-s 

Br(r -----t e"() < 1.1 X w-7 

at 90% CL 

at 90% CL 

at 90% CL 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

2 During the completion of this final chapter, the updated results of [69] were published. As such, 

the ranges for neutrino masses and angles differ from the results quoted in (5.21,5.22) 
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Future experiments will probe these decays further. It is suggested 181-83] that 

the sensitivity to 11----> e1 will be improved to rv 10-13·-14 , and that the sensitivities 

to T ----> 111 and T ----> e1 will reach rv w-s.-9 . To conclude, we present the current 

experimental values for the branching ratios of T ----> J-lllrDJ.t, T ----> evrDe and J-l ----> 

Br( T ----> evrDe) = 0.1784 ± 0.0005 

6.2 Generic Diagrams for li ---+ ltY 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

At the level of one loop, three basic types of diagram contribute to the decay li ----> l11 

and in each case, there is a fermion - boson loop. Details of this calculation are 

presented in Appendix G. The external photon can be attached either to the fermion 

in the loop, the boson in the loop or the external leg (Fig. 6.1). The calculation, 

as shown in Fig. 6.1, was performed in Weyl notation. In this notation, the four

component spinor e _ ( :: ) , where eL and eR are two-component left-handed 

spinors and the !Our-component spinor, f = ( : ) denotes a generic fermion. The 

factors associated with the vertices are denoted by either Aks or Biks as shown in the 

diagrams, the charges of the particles are given by Q'I/J,cp (for example QeL = e), the 

masses of the particles in the loop are m'I/J,cp and the masses of the charged leptons 

on the external legs are given by mi,j· For more information concerning calculations 
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using two-component spinors, see Ref. [58). Taking all possible combinations of 

arrows and neglecting diagrams with gauge bosons3 it can be seen that, in agreement 

with Ref. [84, 85], at leading order the branching ratio is given by 

(6.10) 

where 

1 [m~ - 5m~ m~ - 2m! m~ m! [m</> J] 
- 2(47r)2B;ksB1ksQl!J.mi • 12(m~kk- ~~J3 k - (m~k :.._ mlJ4ln mw: 

and 
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Figure 6.1: The final state photon can be attached to either of the external fermions, 

the fermion in the loop, or the scalar in the loop. All combinations of helicities of 

fermions should be included in the calculation. 

The contribution from each Feynman diagram was expanded under the assump

tion m;, mJ « m~, m~. On-shell conditions could then be applied and terms pro

portional to m1 were neglected. The resulting expression can then be re-arranged to 

be seen to contribute to effective operators of the form4 

(6.11) 

Individually, diagrams produce terms contributing to different effective operators, 

but these cancel when all possible diagrams are considered. Following Ref. [84] and 

3It can be seen that diagrams will be suppressed either by the magnitude of the neutrino mass 

or, in diagrams which contain lepton number violating operators, by the amount of mixing between 

the neutrinosjneutralinos and charged leptons/charginos. 
4 We define a~'"= i(a~'a"- a" a~') and a~'"= t(a~'a"- a" a~') 
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Figure 6.2: The various possible combinations of particles which can be produced in 

the loop: chargino and neutral scalar; neutralino and charged scalar; down quark and 

up-type squark; up quark and down-type squark. 

inserting the experimental values given in Eqs. (6.7,6.8,6.9), it is then possible to 

move from this effective operator to a branching ratio for the rare decay, given by 

Eq. (6.10). 

6.3 Specific Diagrams for li -4 ljl' 

The following combinations of particles can be produced inside the loop: chargino 

and neutral scalar; neutralino and charged scalar; quark and squark, as shown in 

Fig. 6.2. In the Jt-MSSM , mixing occurs between charged leptons/charginos and 
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between neutrinos/neutralinos. For example, there are five charged fermions, 

± 1'\,i . 

( ±) Xi = F;,'[ , ~ = 1, ... , 5, 

where i = 3, 4, 5 are the charged leptons e, J-l and T. Similarly, there are seven neutral 

fermions, 

0 1'\,i • 

( 0) Xi = F;,? , ~ = 1, ... , 7, 

where i = 5, 6, 7 are the neutrinos. The two-component spmors comprising the 

quarks are denoted, 

(
d-Li) di = 

dRi 
' i = 1, ... '3' 

( 
U£i) Ui = _ , i = 1, ... , 3. 
URi 

Each of the diagrams in Fig. 6.2 are in the same form as outlined in Sec. 6.2. 

The generic vertices Aiks and Bjks can be replaced by the appropriate Feynman rule, 

which are presented in the Appendix. The calculation is performed in the mass 

eigenbasis. The full mass matrices are diagonalised and the appropriate rotation 

matrices are calculated numerically and without approximation. In understanding 

the important physical contributions it is more useful, however, to present diagrams 

in the mass insertion approximation containing interaction state particles. The plots 

are based on a Fortran code which computes the full result. 

We will consider the role played by combinations of lepton number violating pa-

rameters by, first, investigating the case in which the bilinear lepton number violating 

coupling in the superpotential correctly produces the atmospheric mass difference 
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Figure 6.3: Diagram contributing to l ----> l'1 with the only source of lepton number 

violating being the bilinear lepton number violating couplings in the superpotential, 

(and the ratios between the three components ensure the mixing angles are repro-

duced correctly) and another, single, lepton number violating coupling sets the solar 

mass difference. Both sources of lepton number violation will then combine to pro-

duce a diagram which contributes to a lepton flavour violating decay. Second, we 

will consider the scenario in which both the scale of the atmospheric mass difference 

and the solar scale are set by radiative corrections, and the bilinear lepton number 

violating parameters are set to zero. 

6.3.1 Atmospheric scale set by J-11,2,3 

With only J.-L 1,2,3 i= 0 and all other lepton number violating couplings set to zero 

the atmospheric mass squared difference can be correctly reproduced; the solar mass 

squared difference is not generated and no observable branching ratios for l ----> l'1 are 

generated. The non-zero J.-L 1,2,3 do bring about a branching ratio for l ----> l'1, through 

the diagram shown in Fig. 6.3. The fermion inside the loop is a mixture of the heavy 

neutralinos and the interaction state neutrinos. The amount of mixing between these 

interaction states is dependent on J.-L 1,2,3 , and also determines the mass of the tree level 
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Figure 6.4: T ~ J-ll and ~m~tm against J-L1 - the dott ed line (and right hand axis) 

show the magnitude of ~m;tm with the light grey band indicating the current 3u 

allowed range; the full line (and left hand axis) show the branching ratio ofT ~ I-ll· 

neutrino. The amount of mixing between the external leg interaction state charged 

higgsino and left handed charged leptons, is also determined by J-L1,2,3 • As such , this 

diagram contributes to the li ~ lJ I decay with branching ratio approximately given 

by, 

We will consider this scenario. The J-L1,2,3 parameter takes the values 

/-l2 /-l3 
J-L1 = y'2 = j3 = 1.12 - 1.82MeV , (6.13) 

where ratios between components of J-li are chosen such that the mixing angles in the 

PMNS matrix are generated to take the tri-bimaximal form , which are in agreement 

with current bounds, and are entirely generated in the neutral sector. The overall 
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Figure 6.5: Feynman diagrams generated when, firstly, /1i induces mixing of interac-

tion state neutrinos with gauginos and higgsinos and secondly, Aijk =/=- 0 generating 

neutrino masses radiatively. 

scale is varied and the resulting mass squared difference and branching ratio for 

T ---> WY are calculated and shown in Fig. 6.4. The light grey band (and right hand 

axis) shows the current 3a allow region for the atmospheric mass squared difference 

as given by Eq. (6.2). All other lepton number violating couplings are set to zero, 

and R-parity conserving parameters are fixed to be the SPSla benchmark point [65]. 

We note that, in agreement with Ref. [86], the branching ratios for li ---> ljl are 

well below current experimental limits, as given in Eq. (6.5), and show the resulting 

branching ratio for T ---> WY in Fig. 6.4. 

6.3.2 Atmospheric scale set by J-L1,2 ,3 - Solar scale set by Aikk 

For the remaining examples, the bilinear lepton number couplings take the values, 

/12 /13 
111 = y'2 = J3 = 1.47MeV, (6.14) 

which reproduce correctly the atmospheric mass squared difference, as shown in 

Fig. 6.4. A single, further lepton number violating coupling Aikk(= -Akik) is then 

varied. The branching ratio for lepton flavour violating decays when this coupling 
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correctly generates the observed solar flavour oscillation are calculated numerically 

using a Fortran code. 5 We find that there are scenarios of this form which correctly 

reproduce all neutrino data and give rise to branching ratios for l ~ l'1 which are, 

or will be, observable in experimental studies. 

When f.-"1, 2,3 , Aikk =/: 0 then diagrams shown in Fig. 6.5 are generated. It can be 

seen that the amount of mixing on the fermion line inside the loop, again, corre-

sponds directly to the amount of mixing between interaction state neutrinos and 

gauginos/higgsinos. It is this mixing which determines the mass of the neutrino 

produced at tree level and is determined by the values given to the bilinear lep-

ton number violating parameters, f.-li· The left hand vertex is determined by the >.. 

coupling from the superpotential, as defined in Eq. (2.20). This term in the superpo-

tential generates both couplings in the second diagram of Fig. 6.5. In fact, if Aikk =/: 0, 

that is, any >.. coupling with the final two indices the same, a single >.. coupling will 

generate this diagram. The branching ratio is approximately given by the following 

expression, 

(6.15) 

In the following sections, we shall consider in turn all >.. couplings with symmetric 

final indices. 

J.ti,2,3 and A211 

The first example considered is >.. 211 . As >.. 211 is varied, Fig. 6.6 shows the resulting 

solar mass squared difference, given by the dashed line, and the M ~ e1 branching 

5The same code was used earlier to calculate the neutrino masses. 
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Figure 6.6 : f.-t - e1 and 6.m;ol against >-211 or A122 - the dott ed line (and right hand 

axis) show the magnitude of 6.m;o, with the light grey band indicating the current 3u 

allowed range; the full line (and left hand axis) show the branching ratio of f.-t - e1 

with the dark grey area showing the values currently excluded at 90% confidence level. 

For the upper two plots, the R-parity conserving parameters are set by the SPS1 a 

benchmark points, for which the mass of the charged scalar that consists mostly of 

interaction state ilR is approximately 143 Ge V. For the lower two plots, the mass of 

the scalars was increased such that the mass of ilR was raised to 145 Ge V (bottom 

left) and 265 Ge V (bottom right). 
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ratio, given by the full line. The light grey strip shows the current experimental value 

for the solar mass squared difference and the dark grey area is the area presently 

excluded by J-l ~ e1 searches. 

The value of .X211 required to generate the correct value for the solar mass dif

ference must be comparatively large to compensate for the smallness of the mass 

of the electron induced in the loop. The J-l ~ e1 diagram generated has a large 

mass in the loop, and there is no suppression in the slepton part of the graph due 

to intergenerational, or left-right, mixing. As such, it can be seen that this scenario, 

although correctly explaining neutrino masses, is ruled out as it predicts a J-l ~ e1 

branching ratio which would have been observed already. Furthermore, it is shown 

in Ref. [67, 87], that a .X 211 coupling of this magnitude would violate charged current 

universality. 

/11,2,s and .X122 

In the top right plot of Fig. 6.6, it is shown that the value of .X 122 required to correctly 

generate the solar mass squared difference is smaller; a muon is now produced in the 

loop contributing to the neutrino mass. The lower value of .X 122 , in turn, makes the 

J-l ~ e1 branching ratio produced lower than the previous example, however it is still 

at the edge of the region ruled out by experiment with 90% confidence level. For 

scenarios with slightly heavier scalar masses than the SPS1a benchmark point this 

would not be ruled out. In the two bottom plots of Fig. 6.6 the mass of the scalars 

has been increased, such that the mass of the charged scalar which is mostly fiR 

is 143 GeV (bottom left) and 265 GeV (bottom right) compared to approximately 

145 GeV which is produced by the SPS1a benchmark values of R-parity conserving 
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parameters. We note how sensitive the resulting branching ratio is to the mass of 

the scalar in the loop. As shown in Eq. (6.15), the Br(l --t l'1) rv 1/m~. Because 

this scenario is at the edge of current limits, and because of this sensitivity to the 

value of scalar masses, it is a particularly interesting scenario which can be studied 

in future experiments. 

J.LI,2,3 and A3u,133 

In the first plot of Fig. 6. 7, we note the effect on the branching ratio of T --t e1 by 

varying .X311 . The values for .X311 which correctly reproduce the neutrino data are 

not ruled out by current rare decay searches. Not only is the experimental bound 

less stringent, but the branching ratio is suppressed by a factor of (m;/m~)(Br(J.L --t 

evJ.LDe)/Br(T --t evrDe)) rv 1600 compared to the that of Sect. 6.3.2 and the fact that 

the A coupling itself is smaller. The predicted branching ratio generated by the .X 133 

coupling that correctly generates the solar mass squared difference, is even smaller 

due to the lower value of the coupling. 

J.L1,2,3 and A322,233 

The right hand plots of Fig. 6. 7 demonstrate that the values of .X322 or .X233 which 

reproduce the neutrino results are not excluded and well below current experimental 

sensitivity. We note that the values for .X322 which produce the neutrino mass are 

smaller than for .X211 due to mass of the J.L produced in the loop and .X233 smaller still. 
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Figure 6.8: Feynman diagrams generated when ><kk generates neutrino masses ra-

diatively and J.L 1,2,3 induce mixing on the external leg. 

6.3.3 Atmospheric scale set by J-£1 ,2 ,3 - Solar scale set by .X~kk 

When f-Li, .A~kk =/= 0 the diagrams shown in Fig. 6.8 are generated. In this case, the 

mixing on the external leg is driven by the /-Li term, again being determined such 

that the atmospheric mass difference is produced correctly at tree level. In a similar 

fashion to the previous section, the A' coupling on the left hand vertex is varied 

and the resulting solar mass squared difference considered. The branching ratio is 

approximately given by 

where M~L and M~R are diagonal entries in the squark mass matrices and M~LR is 

the off-diagonal term which determines the mixing between the scalar partners of the 

left and right handed quarks. We note that the mixing between eR and charginos is 

much smaller than the mixing of v and neutralinos, and as such there is a suppression 

relative to the .A-driven diagrams. Furthermore, at the SPSla benchmark point, 

the squarks are heavier than the charged sleptons; the branching ratios are highly 

sensitive to the scalar mass and this further suppresses A' contributions in comparison 
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Figure 6.9: T---+ J.l!"'( and 6.m;ol against .\~ 22 . 

with A diagrams. The result being that the X vertices produce a negligible effect in 

this scenario. 

With only the /-l i -=/= 0, setting the atmospheric mass scale, the diagram shown in 

Fig. 6.3 gives a contribution to the T ---+ 1-l/ branching ratio of the order 1.38 x 10- 20 

(Fig. 6.4) compared to which we can ignore the contribution from quark loops, as 

shown in Fig. 6.9 which takes A'122 as an example. 

6.3.4 Atmospheric scale set by J.L1 ,2 ,3 - Solar scale set by Bi 

The diagrams shown in Fig. 6.10 are generated when J..li , Bj -=/= 0. In the first diagram 

of Fig. 6.10 , the mixing on the internal fermion is set by /-lj and the mixing on the 

scalar line is set by Bi. Again, we note that the mass of the particle inside the loop 

for the rare decay diagram is of the same order of magnitude as of the particle in the 

radiative correction to the neutrino mass. The contribution to the branching ratio 
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Figure 6.10: Feynman diagrams generated when the bilinear terms in the superpo-

tential and supersymmetry breaking terms, P,i and BJ respectively, are non-zero 
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Figure 6.11: T---+ fl/"/ and llm~ol against B2 
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is approximately given by, 

As such, we see that these diagrams are not ruled out by current experimental 

bounds, as shown in Fig. 6.11, and are not within reach of upcoming studies. 

6.3.5 Atmospheric scale set by .X- Solar scale set by .X' 

In the following sections, both the atmospheric and solar mass scales are set by 

radiative corrections. Again, we can find combinations of parameters which correctly 

describe the neutrino sector and also give rise to experimentally attainable branching 

ratios for l -+ l'!· 

We first consider the case in which >. 133 and >.233 are varied over the following 

range, 

A133 = -V2A233 = 5 X 10-5
- 8 X 10-5

. (6.18) 

The ratio ensures the correct mixing between neutrino interaction states is repro-

duced and the magnitude sets in atmospheric masses squared difference. In addition 

to this, the contribution of the first diagram in Fig. 6.12 to the branching ratio of 

l -+ l' 1 is approximately given by, 

(6.19) 

The results are given in the upper left panel on Fig. 6.13. The dashed line (and 

right hand axis) show the atmospheric mass squared difference and the light grey 

band shows the values for which >. 133,233 generate an atmospheric mass difference in 
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Figure 6.12: Feynman diagrams which contribute to li ~ lj"(, m the case where 

trilinear lepton number violating couplings are dominant. 

agreement with current experimental observations. The full line (and left hand axis) 

show the corresponding branching ratio for J1 ~ e"(. The resulting branching ratio 

is well below current or future experimental sensitivity. 

To generate the solar mass squared difference, >.lkk,2kk,3kk are varied in the fol-

lowing hierarchy, ensuring the resulting mixing matrix takes the form observed by 

experiment, 

>.' - ).~kk 
lkk- J2 (6.20) 

The second diagram in Fig. 6.12, produces a contribution to the li ~ li'Y branching 

ratio of approximately, 

"' 3 i>.~kkl 2 i>.jkkl 2 [1 1 ] 
2 

-
r(li ~ li'Y)"' -( )2 G2 --2 f(li ~ livivi) . 

47r F 3 mu 
(6.21) 

The results for the three possible cases, that is k = 1, 2, 3, are shown in the re-

maining panels of Fig. 6.13. We note that while k = 2, 3 are well below current or 

planned experimental sensitivity, the scenario in which >.~ 11 • 211 , 311 generate the solar 

mass squared difference would be discernible by upcoming experimental studies, al-
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though we note that bounds from J.L-e conversion in nuclei already strongly constrain 

this set of parameters [88]. When the solar mass squared difference is generated by 

>.'133,233,333 , bottom right panel of Fig. 6.12, the branching ratio is of the same order 

as that given by )1133,233 , setting the solar scale, and contributes with opposite sign. 

Resulting in the negative gradient shown. 

6.3.6 Atmospheric scale set by )..' - Solar scale set by ).. (') 

Again, both the atmospheric and solar mass scales are set by radiative corrections. 

First, we consider the scenario in which the atmospheric mass squared difference is 

set by .\~ 11 , 211 , 311 . The parameters are given by, 

.X' - ,\~11 
111 - v'2 (6.22) 

The resulting atmospheric mass squared difference and resulting branching ratio 

for J.L ~ e'Y are shown in Fig. 6.14, from which it can be seen that the parameter 

space which brings about the correct atmospheric mass difference is already ruled 

out by the rare decay searches. 

In a similar fashion, we consider the scenario in which the atmospheric mass 

squared difference is set by .\'133,233,333 , as follows, 

.X' - ,\~33 
133- v'2 (6.23) 

The results are given in the upper left panel of Fig. 6.15. In this case, we note that 

the values of .\~ 33 , 233 , 333 which give the correct value for the neutrino mass, generate 

negligible rates for Jt ~ e"j. 

The solar mass squared difference must now be generated. It can be set either 

by .\133,233 or by a different set of >.' couplings. First we examine .\~kk,2kk,3kk' which 
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~m~ol are shown. 
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Figure 6.14: f.1 ---+ e1 and .0.m~tm against >.~ 11 - >.~ 11 , 2 11 , 311 are varied and the resulting 

branching ratio for f.1 ---+ e1 (full line, left hand axis, dark grey area showing values 

excluded by experimental searches) and .0.m~tm (dashed line, right hand axis, light 

grey band showing current 30" band from experiment) are noted. 

are varied as follows , 

X - >.~kk 
lkk- V2 (6.24) 

The upper right and bottom left panels show the results for these parameters. Again, 

we note that although the scenario in which the solar scale is set by >.~ 22 222 322 
' ' 

(bottom left panel) is not within experimental sensitivity, >.~ 11 • 211 , 311 (top right panel) 

is close to the current bounds and would be seen by searches planned for the near 

future . 

The final possibility is that the solar mass squared difference be set by -\ 133,233 . 

The parameters are varied in the following hierarchy, 

(6.25) 

The results , given in the bottom right panel of Fig. 6.15, show that this scenario is 
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well below both current and future experimental bounds. 

6.4 Benchmarks 

Benchmark scenarios for studying R-parity violating models have been suggested [89], 

for which the mass spectrum, nature of the lightest supersymmetric particle and de-

cays have been studied. The benchmarks presented in [89] are selected as they pro-

duce interesting signatures at future colliders and are constrained by measurements 

of (g- 2) 11 , the b---. S/ decay and mass bounds from direct particle searches. 

In addition to these benchmarks, we suggest some other interesting scenarios. 

Our motivation being that neutrino data is known and we demand that the model 

correctly reproduces these results. As there are numerous combinations of lepton 

number violating parameters which satisfy this requirement, we consider scenarios 

for which the upcoming l---. l'! searches will constrain the Lagrangian parameters. 

The following combinations of lepton number violating parameters are considered, 

where all R-parity conserving parameters are set at the SPSla benchmark point, 

• Benchmark Scenario 1 -

/L2 /L3 4 
/Ll = J2 = V3 = 1.47MeV ' A211 = 7.4 X w-

• Benchmark Scenario 2-

/L2 /L3 2 
ILl = J2 = V3 = 1.47MeV ' A311 = 3. 7 X w-

• Benchmark Scenario 3-

X X 
.\133 = -v'2.A233 = 6.5 x w-5 

, X = ~ = _ ____:.!l__!_ = 1.05 x w- 2 

lll J2 V3 
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Figure 6.15: f-l--+ er and llm;ol atm against>,(') - In the top left panel >.~ 33 233 333 are , , , 

varied and the resulting branching ratio for f-l --+ er (full line, left hand axis) and 

llm~tm (dashed line, right hand axis, grey band showing current 3a band from exper

iment) are noted. In the top right and bottom left panels, A'lll, 211 ,311 and >.~ 22 , 222 ,322 

are varied, respectively, and the f-l --+ er and llm;01 are shown. In the bottom right 

hand panel >. 133,233 are varied and the f-l --+ er and llm;ol are given. 
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• Benchmark Scenario 4-

)...' )...' )...' )...' 
X = 233 = 333 = 3.25 X 10-5 )..' = ___2!.!_ = _ __1_!_!_ = 1.05 X 10-2 . 

133 J2 y'3 ' 111 J2 y'3 

In the first two benchmark scenarios the observed flavour oscillations of atmo-

spheric neutrinos are driven by the bilinear lepton number violating term in the 

superpotential giving rise to a mass difference at tree level. For this to occur, the 

f.Li parameters are of the order 1 MeV. In Benchmark Scenario 1, the solar mass 

squared difference is then generated by setting >.. 211 = 7.4 x 10-4 . Merely for corn-

parison, we note that this is approximately >..211 "" 25 Ye, where Ye is the Yukawa 

coupling associated with a given particle, in this case being the electron. This will 

give rise to branching ratios for f.L - er which can be probed by upcoming exper-

imental studies. In Benchmark 2 the solar mass squared difference is determined 

by >..311 = 3. 7 x 10-
2 

"" 1200 Ye· This combination of parameters will generate a 

branching ratio for T -t er which may be probed by future studies ofT decays. 

In the Benchmark Scenarios 3 and 4 both the atmospheric and solar mass squared 

differences are set by radiative corrections. The bilinear lepton number violating 

terms are set to zero, and the neutrinos are all massless at tree-level. In Benchmark 

Scenario 3, i>-.133,2331 ,....., 3ye set the atmospheric mass difference and i>..~u,2u,3ul "" 

40 Yd sets the solar mass squared difference. In Benchmark Scenario 4, j>-.~ 33 , 233 ,333 1 "" 

0.1 Yd sets the atmospheric scale and I)..~ 11 ,211 ,311 1 "" 40 Yd gives the solar scale. In both 

Benchmarks 3 and 4, f.-t - er would give branching ratios which will be observed by 

future experimental studies. 
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6.5 Summary 

That lepton flavour violating decays of charged particles have not been observed is 

worthy of note. The suppressed branching ratios arise automatically in the Standard 

Model, but this is not the case in Supersymmetric extensions where it already puts 

strong bounds on certain parameters. In this chapter, we have examined the effects 

of lepton number violating couplings on these branching ratios. Combinations of 

parameters which describe the neutrino sector were chosen to be examined and their 

subsequent effect on the rare decays considered. 

We first investigated the case in which R-parity conserving parameters are set to 

the SPSla benchmark point and the bilinear lepton number violating term in the 

superpotential, Jli generates the atmospheric mass difference. We showed that the 

values of 1-li which correctly describe the atmospheric mass difference and mixing 

angles are not ruled out by the current bounds on T ----> J-L/, e1 or 1-l ----> e1. As such, 

the bounds from lepton decays are less stringent than the bounds from neutrino data. 

We then considered the case in which a further lepton number violating parameter 

correctly reproduces the solar mass difference and considered the combined effect on 

the l ----> l'! decays. We note that in this scenario these decays can impose constraints 

on one of the trilinear lepton number violating parameters in the superpotential, >.. 

We considered all the examples in which the >. coupling has symmetric final indices, 

which generate the solar neutrino mass with just one non-zero coupling. .\211 and 

>.122 are excluded by experimental searches for Jl----> e1; .\311, .\133, .\332 , .\233 are not. 

We note, however, that the branching ratios are sensitive to the masses of the scalar 

particles in the loop. As such, in scenarios where the scalar masses are heavier than 

those in SPSla, the branching ratios can be greatly suppressed. 
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In this scenario, the limits on l ----+ l' 'Y do not place useful constraints on )..', or 

the bilinear lepton number violating terms in the supersymmetry breaking part of 

the Lagrangian, Bi; generally, the current constraints from the neutrino sector are 

stronger. 

Second, we considered the scenario in which trilinear lepton number violating 

couplings are dominant. We set all bilinear lepton number violating couplings to 

zero, and again set R-parity conserving parameters to the SPSla benchmark point. 

In this scenario, both neutrino mass scales are determined by radiative corrections 

and in order to generate the correct mixing matrix in the lepton sector, more than 

one lepton number violating coupling must be non-zero for each mass scale. Because 

of this, diagrams which contribute to l ----+ l''Y are generated. We note that limits 

already exist when ..\~ 11 , 211 , 311 are used to generate mass differences in this scenario. 

In general however, for .A~J2,x33 the constraints from the neutrino masses are stringent. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

The r£-MSSM is well-motivated and worthy of study. As a SUSY model, it solves the 

hierarchy problem and also generates neutrino masses in an attractive fashion. In 

this thesis, we have determined the different sets of parameters which produce the 

observed neutrino patterns. The effect of lepton number violating parameters in this 

range on the branching ratios for l ---+ l'1 has also been considered. 

In Chapter 2, supersymmetry was introduced in the superfield notation. The 

(anti)commutation relations which define the supersymmetry algebra and the gen

erators of infinitesimal transformations were noted (Eq. 2.1). Properties and field 

components of the chiral and vector superfields were given (Eqs. 2.6-2.11); noting 

that the F- and D-terms transform into total derivatives, combinations of terms 

invariant under SUSY transformations were constructed and used to build a SUSY

invariant Lagrangian. This procedure enabled us to define an invariant Lagrangian 

in terms of the superpotential (Sec. 2.2). The superpotential for a minimal particle 

content model can then be written down (Eq. 2.19). The immediate phenomena-
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logical difficulties - the absence of degenerate scalars and fermions in the observed 

mass spectrum, and the instability of the proton - were discussed. The former being 

solved by adding 'soft' SUSY-breaking terms to the Lagrangian and the latter by 

imposing a discrete symmetry when constructing the model. Motivated by the phe

nomenology of the neutrino sector, we considered a superpotential (and soft breaking 

terms) which explicitly allow lepton number violation (Eq. 2.20). 

In Appendix B, the Lagrangian for the full R-parity violating MSSM is included; 

that is, the Lagrangian as constructed without an additional discrete symmetry being 

imposed. The .\L-MSSM Lagrangian is a subset of this Lagrangian, which can be easily 

derived by setting the parameters which determine baryon number violation to zero. 

Starting from this Lagrangian, in Chapter 3, we study the neutral scalar sector 

and the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry. The lepton number 

violating terms compel us to treat the sneutrinos and the 'down-coupling' Higgs 

boson equally; further mixing with the neutral 'up-coupling' Higgs gives rise to a 

system of five complex scalars. We have described a procedure, originally presented in 

[24J, which allows us to control this problem and parameterise the Higgs sector. The 

procedure allows us to select a basis in which the sneutrino interaction eigenstates 

do not acquire a non-zero vacuum expectation value, and the two neutral Higgs 

interaction states acquire real non-zero vacuum expectation values. In this basis, 

the mass spectrum of the neutral scalar sector is considered, which requires the 

Courant-Fischer theorem, the derivation of which is given in Appendix E. 

Having understood the Higgs sector, it is possible to derive the Feynman rules of 

the model. Many fields now mix and the vertices contain rotation matrices, them

selves determined by the mass matrices of the theory; the definitions of these rotation 
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matrices are collected together in Appendix D. In Appendix C, we provide the La

grangian in this mass basis and define the Feynman Rules for vertices of the theory. 

We performed all the calculations using Weyl spinors, which we define in Ap

pendix A. Although not as widely used as Dirac notation, in my opinion, for cal

culations of this nature they are more convenient and demonstrate more clearly the 

underlying physics. This is, of course, a matter of taste. 

The neutrino sector, the phenomenology of which was a primary motivation for 

this study, was then considered. The tree-level phenomena are presented in Chapter 

4 and the effects of radiative corrections are added in Chapter 5. This work was first 

presented in !53]. 

Questions concerning the initialisation of Lagrangian parameters, such that the 

charged lepton masses and MNS matrix are initialised correctly are addressed. To 

accomplish this, approximate formulae (Eq. 4.18) are derived which allow the mass 

matrices to be block diagonalised, making use of the large hierarchy between the 

known leptons and the heavy higgsinos and gauginos. From this analysis we note that 

two neutrinos are, without approximation, massless at tree level and an approximate 

expression (Eq. 4.19) for the massive neutrino is determined, making explicit the 

observation that its mass has a seesaw-like suppresion; the high mass scale being 

provide by the higgsinos and gauginos. 

In Chapter 5, we calculate the neutrino masses completely at the order of one

loop. First, the relevant renormalisation issues were addressed and the physical 

neutrino masses defined to be the poles of the inverse propagator. Generic expres

sions, given explicitly in Appendix F, for the one-loop contributions were derived 

and then the effect due to the different possible particles appearing in the loop were 
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considered. 

We were successful in showing that all neutrino parameters could be accommo

dated in the model using various different sets of parameters, and interesting bounds 

could be put on these parameters. Computer code for their calculation was produced. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, the flavour violating radiative decays of leptons were con

sidered; this calculation was first presented in [77]. We note that some of the op

erators which drive the neutrino masses in the previous chapter, can also give rise 

to flavour violating processes in the charged lepton sector. The branching ratios for 

these process are calculated, explicit results are noted in Appendix G, and the nu

merical results for the parameter sets noted earlier are plotted. We see that scenarios 

which describe the neutrino sector are precluded due to bounds from experimental 

searches for these rare decays. Certain sets of parameters are highlighted as Bench

mark Scenarios, which correctly reproduce the neutrino sector and would give rise to 

observable charged lepton flavour violating events at experiments in the near future. 

To extend this work a number of other observables could have been considered. 

Neutrinoless double-beta decay is widely discussed in the literature and a number of 

new experiments are planned to probe this process further and confirm or repudiate 

current experimental claims. As such, although the result at tree-level is well-known, 

a full one-loop study may be of value. 

A further extension of this work would be to set it within a unified model and 

consider the running of parameters from a high scale using renormalisation group 

methods. The unification of the gauge couplings suggests that supersymmetry is 

embedded in a unified model. In the simplest such model, the breaking of super

symmetry occurs in a sector decoupled from the Standard Model gauge interactions. 
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The large number of parameters in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model 

can be restricted by making well-motivated simplifying assumptions at the unifi

cation scale. It would be interesting to see how many high-energy parameters are 

required to reproduce the observed, low-energy, neutrino parameters. 

It is the aim of future experimental and theoretical study to understand physics 

beyond that described by the Standard Model. Many models have been, and will be, 

suggested. To discern the models, the correlations between physical observables are 

identified, calculated and measured. In this thesis we selected a model that is well

motivated from theoretical considerations, and calculated two correlated physical 

observables: the neutrino mass and mixing parameters on one hand, and branching 

ratios for radiative flavour-violating decays on the other. We have shown that there 

are certain cases in which this appealing description of the neutrino masses may be 

supported or ruled out by searches for rare decays. 
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Appendix A 

Weyl Spinors 

A.l Notation 

The following conventions will be adopted. Dotted indicies transform under (0, !) 
representation and undotted indicies transform under (!, 0) representation of the 

Lorentz group. Indices can be raised and lowered using the antisymmetric Eo.f3 tensor. 

Spinors are contracted using the convention cr. cr. for undotted indices and a a for 

dotted indices. A four-component Dirac spinor, W can then be constructed in the 

form, 

The projection operators PL and PR are given by, 
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and charge conjugation can be represented as follows, 

Using the above definitions, we see that the operations can be understood easily 

in terms of Weyl spinors, 

A.2 Kinetic Terms and Mass Matrices 

Consider a Lagrangian in the form, 

r- 'Cl J.LOCt!:J, c' . -, J.LOCta I (M) /Ct I (M) -, -,a 
J..,- ~., aia uJ.L.,ai + ~x aia 11Xai + 1 ij Xi X ja + 2 ij X aiX 1 

We have written down all possible bilinear combinations of two families of Weyl 

spinors, Xi and ~i, and parameterised them in the most general way. We can now 

derive constraints on the parameters, such that the condition, J:,t = £, is satisfied. 

We further note that the terms involving (M1,2,3,4 ) can be re-arranged, such that, 

That is, we can always rearrange paramters such that, 
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without any loss of generality. Substituting these results into the Langrangian gives 

the most general Lagranian, 

r - ·c, J.LD.n !l c' . -, J.LD.n !l ' (M ) ,n ' (M*) -, -,c. ~...- - 'h, D.ia uJ1.'-,ni + 'lX D.ia uJ.LXni + 1 ij Xi X ja + 1 ij X D.iX j 

In general, (M1) and (M3 ) are complex, symmetric matrices (and as such, can be 

defined by n(n + 1) real parameters); (M5 ) is a complex matrix (can be defined by 

2n2 real parameters.) The nature of these mass matrices determine the manner in 

which the matrices can be diagonalised, as discussed in the next section. 

A.3 Diagonalising matrices 

Consider a general n x n complex matrix, M, with eigenvectors ei and corresponding 

eigenvalues ,\i· If a matrix, P is constructed to have the form 

then 

MP= ( -\1e1 -'2e2 -\3e3 -\4e4 Anen ) 

,\1 0 0 0 0 

0 ,\2 0 0 0 

p-1MP = 0 0 ,\3 0 0 

0 0 0 0 · · · An 

If M were an Hermitian matrix (Mt = M), the eigenvalues, and therefore the di-

agonal elements, would be real and non-negative and P would be a unitary matrix 
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(Pt = p- 1). However, we must find a method to diagonalise the general complex 

mass matrices and self-transpose mass matrices highlighted in the previous section 

by unitary transformations, which leave kinetic terms unaffected. 

Consider a general, complex matrix A. The product At A is Hermitian, and, as 

such, it is possible to diagonalise it with a unitary matrix in the following manner, 

utAtAu = D 2 , 

where D 2 is diagonal, with real, non-negative elements. A new hermitian matrix, H, 

is defined to take the form, 

H = UFDFtut 
' 

where F = diag( ei'~' 1 , ei'~'2 , ei'~'3 , • • ·) and D is chosen such that it is a diagonal matrix 

with entries which are the positive square roots of the diagonal elements of D 2 . We 

consider the product, 

H 2 = UFDFtutuFDFtut = UFD2Ftut. 

As D and Fare both diagonal in form, the F commutes past D 2 to give 

H 2 = AtA 

We define unitary matrices, W = AH- 1 and V= WU. Rearranging and substituting 

for H gives, 

A= WH = WUFDFtut = VFDFtut = V'DU't 

v'tAu' = n 

Hence, U' and V' are unitary matrices which diagonalise the general complex matrix, 

A, such that the diagonal entries are real and non-negative. Also, 

vtAU' = FD = D' 
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Where D' is a diagonal matrix with complex entries. 

The specific case where A = AT is now considered. If 

v'tAu' = D =? u!T AV'*= D 

=?V'*= U' 

A.4 Dirac and Majorana Particles 

If '1/J' carries a conserved quantum number it must be contracted with a spinor which 

carries the opposite quantum number, 1]1• The '1/J' and the 17' do not mix as they can 

be differentiated by the quantum number. In this case, terms such as '1/J''I/J' and 1]
1
1]

1 

do not appear in the Lagrangian. The Lagranian for Dirac particles takes the form: 

.c - 'o/.1 J.LCW:a ol.' . -, wl:o:a I +(M) oi.'D: I (M*) o/.1 -/Y. 
D- Z<!J D:ia J.L'!Jo:i + Z1] D:ia J.L1Jo:i 5 ij 'iJ i 1J jo: + 5 ij 'iJ D:i1J j (A-2) 

If none of the quantum numbers '1/J' carries are unbroken, '1/J' can be contracted 

with similar spinors. Terms such as '1/J''I/J','I/J'e, ee all appear in the Lagrangian. 

Having noted all such terms, they are then brought together as Xi, where x1 = '1/J, 

x2 = ( etc. There is no quantum number to differentiate between the fields, in general 

therefore, they will mix. The Lagrangian for such Majorana particles is given by: 

.c - . -, J.LCtD:a , (M ) ,a: I (M*) -, -,a: 
M - zx aia J.LXo:i + 1 ij Xi X jo: + 1 ij X aiX j (A-3) 

The following transformations are now defined 

I u I U* -Xo:i = xiJXo:J , X o:i = xiJXo:J ' 

'1/J~i = u;iJ Xo:J , ib' o:i = U '1/Jii XaJ , 

I u -, - U* -11o:i = ryij Xo:J , 1J o:i - ryij Xo:J 
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Substituting this into the Langrangian, gives 

which can be simplified as follows, 

We observe that the unitary matrices can be defined such that the matrices are 

diagonal, following the procedure defined above. 

A.5 CKM- and PMNS-like matrices 

Consider the following Langrangian which is composed of a single family of Majorana 

particles, three different families of Dirac particle and two gauge bosons defined as 

follows, 

Resulting in a ( diagonalised) Lagrangian in the following form, 
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+ (NI;..~) ij )..i~j + (NI;..~) ij ~).j + (M pc;) ij Pi(j + (M pc;) ij (dJj 

+91X.kU~ki(JJ1. XJJ.u;im'l/Jm + 92f5kU~i(JJJ.YJJ.U~imA.m 

Here, it can be seen that by moving to the mass eigenstates there will be flavour 

mixing in the gauge interaction. 

Both VDM and VDD are unitary matrices. We can specify a general n x n complex 

matrix by 2n2 real parameters; the condition of unitarity removes n 2 ; an orthogonal 

matrix is specified by ~n( n - 1) angles, leaving the remaining ~n( n + 1) paramters 

as phases. However, not all of these phases are physically observable. It is possible 

to redefine the phase of the Dirac spinors 

An overall phase is not observable, so 2n - 1 phases can be removed from VDD, 

leaving ~(n -1)(n- 2). It is not possible to redefine the phase of a Majorana spinor, 

so only n phases can be removed from VDM, leaving ~n(n- 1). The CKM matrix is 

of the form VDD; we have ~ x 3 x (3- 1) = 3 CKM angles and ~ x (3- 1) x (3- 2) 

and one phase. The PMNS matrix of the lepton sector takes the same form as the 

VDM, leaving ~ x 3 x (3- 1) = 3 PMNS angles and ~ x 3 x (3- 1) = 3 phases. It is 

conventional to describe the 3 PMNS phases as one 'Dirac' phase and two 'Majorana' 

phases. 
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Appendix B 

Jt-MSSM Lagrangian: Interaction 

Basis 

The Jt-MSSM Lagrangian contains the following kinetic and interactions terms. 

Kinetic term for scalar: 

Kinetic term for fermion: 

Kinetic term for gaugino: 

Kinetic term for gauge bosons: 

Gaugino interactions: 

-~ pa pa1w 
4 J.LV 
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(B-1) 

(B-2) 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

(B-5) 



Yukawa terms: 

(B-6) 

F-terms: 

lawl 2 

-I: 8cpi 
l 

(B-7) 

D-terms: 

(B-8) 

SUSY breaking terms: 

The covariant derivative is defined as, 

where f-l, v = 0, ... , 3 are Lorentz indices; p, p, (]",a = 1, 2 are Weyl indices; i, j = 

1, 2, ... are generational indices; and, A = 1, ... , n2
- 1 labels the generators of the 

SU(N) group. 

The derivation of these terms is presented in Sec. 2, which is based upon the 

introductions and reviews of Supersymmetry presented in Refs. [4, 5]. 
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B.l Kinetic term for fermion 

where 

vab = a 1 ab - ig (w+r+ ab + w-r- ab) - ig2 Z (Tab - sin 2 OwQab) - ieQab A 
1-L 1-L J2 1-L 1-L cos ew 1-L 3 1-L 
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B.2 Kinetic term for gaugino 

;:;:_ . - .-:::....(r) ~( ) ;:;:.(R) -( 
r - 'B -J.Lpp-n B ·w -J.Lpp-n w r ·a -J.L,pp-n G R) ~Kinetic, Gaugino- Z p(J VJ.L p + Z p (J VJ.L p + Z p (J VJ.L p 

;:;:_ . - .-:::....0 . ~ 
r - 'B -J.LPP8 B ·w -J.LPP8 wo ~Kinetic, Gaugino - Z p(J J.L p + Z p(J J.L p 

.-:::....+ . ~ .-:::....- . ~ ;:;:.(R) . -
+iW. a-J.LPP8 w+ + iW. a-J.LPPa w- + iG. a-J.LPPa a(R) p J.Lp p J.Lp p J.Lp 

~+~ .-:::....-~ 

+g2sw w ijJ.L AJ.L w+ - 92Sw w ijJ.L AJ.L w-

.-:::....+ ~ .-:::....- ~ 

+g2cwW a-J.LzJ.Lw+- g2cww a-J.LZJ.Lw-

;:;:.(R) ( ) -( ) 
+ig3c G a-J.LG 8 G Q RSQ J.L 
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B.3 Kinetic term for scalar 

+& -x fJI-L -*X + fJ d-x fJI-Ld-*X 
J-LURi URi J-L Ri Ri 
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. . 
+ zg3 Q(R),u*Z).. t(R)zx aJl.ftX. _ 'l93 a ft*XQJ1.(R)).. (R)xyUY. 

2 J1. Lt Lt 2 J1. Lt Lt 

+ ig3 Q(R)J*z)..t(R)zxap.Jx _ ig3 a d*XQJJ.(R) )..(R)xyJY. 
2 J1. Lt Lt 2 J1. Lt Lt 

. . 
+ zg3G(R)-z )..(R)zxap.-*x _ zg3a -x QJJ.(R))..t(R)xy-*Y 

2 J1. URi URi 2 Jl.URi URi 

+ ig3 Q(R)Jz .)..(R)zxaJl.d*X _ ig3 a Jx QJJ.(R) )..t(R)xyJ*Y 
2 J1. Rt Rt 2 J1. Rt Rt 
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+ eg2 (~- ~ 2) Z J*xAJ1Jx. + eg2 (~- ~ 2) A J*xzJ1Jx. 
3cw 2 3 sw Jl Lt Lt 3cw 2 3 sw Jl Lt Lt 

4 z -x AJ1-*X 4 A -x zJl-*X 1 z Jx Alld*X 1 A Jx Zlld*X -gegsw 11uR1 UR1 - gegsw JluRi uRi- gegsw 11 Ri Ri- gegsw 11 Ri Ri 

2 2 2 2 
+ 92 w+-* w-11 - + 92 w--* w+11 - + 92 W-h0*W+11h0 + 92 w+h+*w-11 h+ 2 J1 ll Lex ll Lex 2 J1 e Lex e Lex 2 J1 2 2 2 J1 2 2 

2 2 
+ 92 w- J*xw+11 Jx. + 92 w+u*xw-11ux. 2 J1 Lt Lt 2 J1 Lt Lt 
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+ e93 cCR)Jz .,\(R)zx Alld*X + e93 A Jx .cCR)!-1 At(R)xyJ*Y 
6 J1. Rt Rt 6 J1. Rt Rt 

2 2 
+ 93 cCR)u*Z,\ t(R)zxGJL(S),\ (S)xyuY. + 93 G(R)d,*Z,\ t(R)zxGil(S),\ (S)xyJ:Yr. 

4 1-1 Lt Lt 4 1-1 Lt Lt 

2 2 
+ 93 G(R)uz .,\(R)zxGJL(S)-\t(S)xyu*Y + 93 G(R)d,z .,\(R)zxGil(S)-\t(S)xyJ*Y. 

4 J1. Rt Rt 4 J1. Rt Rt 
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B.4 Kinetic term for gauge bosons 

_!pa pa11v 
4 Jll/ 

£kinetic, gauge boson ~ 

_! (a B -a B ) (a11 Bv - av Ell) 4 Jlv 1/11 

_! (a W(f) - a W(f) + 92E W(e)W(II)) (a W(f')v -a W(f)Jl + 92E W(e)llW(II)v) 
4 11 v v 11 ren 11 v 11 v ren 

_!(a G(R) -a G(R) + gd G(S)G(Q)) (allG(R)v- avc(R)!l + 93! G(S)J1Q(Q)v) 4 11 v v 11 RSQ 11 v RSQ 

£kinetic, gauge boson == 

-~ (a11 Zv- avZ11 ) (a
11 zv- av Z 11 ) - ~ (a11Av- avA11 ) (a

11 Av- av A11 ) 

-! (a w+ -a w+) (a11w-l/ - al/w-11) 2 Ill/ 1/11 
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B.5 Gaugino interactions 

..Caaugino interaction == 

. . . . 
+ zg2 h+*woh,+ + zg2 h+*w+h,o + zg2 ho*w-h,+ _ zg2 ho*Woho J2 2 2 J2 2 2 J2 2 2 J2 2 2 

- ig2 h+wol/- ig2 h+w +ho- ig2 how -h+ + ig2 howo'ho 
J2 2 2 J2 2 2 J2 2 2 J2 2 2 

ig2 _* wo ig2 _* w+ ig2 _* w- ig2 _* wo + J2l/La 1/La + J2l/La eLa + J2eLa 1/La- J2eLa eLa 

ig2 - --=-0- ig2 - --=-+- ig2 - --=--- ig2 - --=-0-
- J2vLaW vLa- J2vLaW eLa- J2eLaW vLa + J2eLaW eLa 

ig2 -* wo ig2 -* w+d ig2 d-* w- ig2 d-* wod + J2ULi ULi + J2ULi Li + J2 Li ULi- J2 Li Li 

ig2 - --=-0- ig2 - --=-+ - ig2 - --=--- ig2 - ..=..O -
- J2uLiW uLi- J2uLiW dLi- J2dLiW uLi + J2dLiW dLi 

+ ig3 u*X)..AxyUY _(;A+ ig3 d*X)..Axydy _(;A+ ig3 u*X)..*AxyUy .QA + ig3 d*X)..*AxyrJY,. .QA J2 Lt Lt J2 Lt Lt J2 Rt Rt J2 Rt Rt 

_ ig3 -x )..*Axy-Y (/ _ ig3 Jx )..*AxyJ!! (/ _ ig3 -x ).. Axy-Y (/ _ ig3 Jx ).. Axy{jY GA 
J2ULi ULi J2 Li Li J2URi URi J2 Ri Ri 
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B.6 Superpotential 

aw 
avL-y 
aw 
ae.L-y 
aw 
ae.'Rk 
aw 
aht 
aw 
ahg 
aw 
aufk 
aw 

8d*Z Rk 

+ (y, ) QaxH bucx + 1 ,, ucxDcyDcz 
U ij Eab i 2 j 2,Exyz/\ijk i j k 

\I - d-*Z (Y, ) h+ -*Z 
/\o:kjVLo: Rj - U kj 2 URj 
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B.7 Yukawa terms 

£Yukawa == 

:;;-Q 

-A:f3/IRjeL/3DLo:- )..:f3i1/3eRjDLo: + f-i:DLo:h2 
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B.B F-terms 

lawl 2 

- L O<(Ji 
1 
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(y; ) (}"; )* -x ho -*x ho* (}"; ) (}"; )* -x hO(i*x (}"; ) 1 ).."* -x hO(iv (jw 
- U ik U pk ULi 2ULp 2 + U ik U pk ULi 2 Lp- U ik 2Exvw kpqULi 2 Rp Rq 

(y; ) (}"; )* (jx -*x ho* (}"; ) (}"; )* (jx (i*x (}"; ) 1 )..''* (jx (jv (jw + U ik U pk LiULp 2 - U ik U pk Li Lp + U ik 2Exvw kpq Li Rp Rq 

1 )..'' (}"; )* {j*Y d*Z -*X hQ* 1 )..'' (}"; )* (j*Y d*Z d*X 1 )..'' )..''* (j*Y {j*Z (jv (jw 
-2Exyz kij U pk Ri RjULp 2 +2Exyz kij U pk Ri Rj Lp-4ExyzExvw kij kpq Ri Rj Rp Rq 
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B.9 D-terms 

2 2 2 2 2 
g -* - -* - g -* - -* - g -* - -* - g -* - h+*h+ g -* - h0*h0 

-8eLaeLaeL{3eL!3-8eLaeLavL{3vL!3+4eLaeLaeRjeRJ+8eLaeLa 2 2 +8eLaeLa 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
g -* - -*Y-Y g -* - d-*YJ!J g -* - -*Y-Y g -* - d-*Yd-y + 24 eLaeLauLjuLj + 24 eLaeLa LjuLj - 6eLaeLauRjuRj + 

12 
eLaeLa RJ Rj 

2 2 2 2 2 
g -* - -* - g -* - -* - g -* - -* - g -* - h+*h+ g -* - h0*h0 

-8vLavLaeL{3eL!3-8vLavLavL{3VL!3+4vLavLaeRJeRj+BvLavLa 2 2 +BvLavLa 2 2 

g2 -* - 1 -*Y -y g2 -* - 1 d*Y dY g2 -* - 4 -*Y -y g2 -* - 2 d*Y dY + 24 vLaVLa3ULjULj + 24 vLaVLa3 Lj Lj- 6VLaVLa3URjURj + 12 vLaVLa3 Rj Rj 

2 2 2 2 2 
g -* - -* - g -* - -* - g -* - -* - g -* - h+*h+ g -* - h0*h0 

+4eRieRieL!3eL!3+4eRieRivL!3vL!3-2eRieRieRjeRJ-4eRieRi 2 2 -4eRieRi 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
g -* - -*Y -y g -* - d-*Yd-y g -* - -*Y -y g -* - d-*Y d-y 

- 12 eRieRiULjULj- 12 eRieRi Lj Lj + JeRieRiURjURj- 6eRieRi Rj Rj 

2 2 2 2 2 

+~h+*h+e* e +~h+*h+v* v -~h+*h+e* e -~h+*h+h+*h+ -~h+*h+h0*h0 8 2 2 L{3 L{3 8 2 2 L{3 L{3 4 2 2 Rj Rj 8 2 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
_!l_h+*h+ -*Y -y · - fl_h+*h+d-*Y. Jy. + ~h+*h+ -*Y. -y. - fl_h+*h+d-*Y d-y 

24 2 2 ULjULJ 24 2 2 LJU£1 6 2 2 Un1URJ 12 2 2 Rj Rj 

2 2 2 2 2 9 h0*h0 -* - 9 h0*h0 -* - - ~h0*h0e* .e- . - ~h0*h0h+*h+- ~h0*h0h0*h0 +8 2 2eL{3eL{3 + 8 2 2VL{3VL{3 4 2 2 RJ RJ 8 2 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
g h0* h0 - *Y -Y - !L h0* h0d-*Y d-y . + ~ h0* h0 - *Y. -Y . - !L h0* h0 d-*Y d-Y - 24 2 2ULjULj 24 2 2 LJ LJ 6 2 2URJURJ 12 2 2 Rj Rj 

2 2 2 2 2 
9 -*x-x -* - 9 -*x-x -* - 9 -*x-x -* - g -*x-x h+*h+_!L -*x-x ho*ho + 24 ULiULieL{3eL{3+ 24 ULiULiVL{3VL{3-

12 
ULiULieRjeRj-

24 
UL~UL~ 2 2 

24 
ULiULi 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
9 -*x-x -*Y -y _ fl_ -*x-x d-*Yd-y + fl_ -*x-x -*Y -y _ fl_ -*x-x d-*Yd-y - 72 ULiULiULjULj 72 ULiULi Lj Lj 18 ULiULiURjURj 

36 
UL~ UL~ Rj Rj 

g2 - g2 g2 g2 g2 
d*Xd-x -* - d-*xd-x -* - d-*xd-x -* - d-*Xd-x h+*h+ d-*xd-x ho*ho + 24 Li LieL{3eL{3+ 24 Li LiVL{3VL{3- 12 Li L~eRjeRj-

24 
Li Li 2 2-

24 
Li Li 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
g d-*Xd-x - *Y -y g d-*Xd-x d-*Y d-y g d-*Xd-x - *Y -y g d-*Xd-x d-*Y d-y 

- 72 Li LiULjULj- 72 Li Li Lj Lj + 18 Li LiURJURj-
36 

Li Li Rj Rj 
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2 2 2 2 
- f!_dR*XdxR.ii,*LYij,YL. - f!_J*xdx .d*Y.d,Y . + f!_J*xdxR.ii,R*Y.ii,YR. - f!_dR*XdxR.dR*YdYR. 

36 t t J J 36 Rt Rt LJ LJ 9 Rt t J J 18 t t J J 

2 2 2 2 2 
92 - * - - * - 92 -* - -* - 92 -* - - * - 92 - * - -* - 92 -* - - * -

- Bl.ILal.ILcYL/31.1 L/3- Be Lae Lae Lf3e L/3- 4e Lal.ILal.ILf3e L/3- 4/.ILae Lae Lf3l.IL13+4e Lae Loll L/3/.IL/3 

2 2 2 
92 -*Y-Y -*Z -z 92J*Y(JY. d*zdz 92 -*Yd,Y d*Z -z 

-SULiULiULjULj- S Li Li Lj Lj - 4ULi Li LjULj 

2 2 2 2 2 
+92 -*Y-Y d*Zdz _ 92ij,*Yd,Y u*zJz _ 92 h+*h+h+*h+ _ 92 hO*hOhO*hO _ 92 hO*hOh+*h+ 

8 U Li U Li Lj Lj 8 Li Li Lj Lj 8 2 2 2 2 8 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
92h+*- h+-* 92h+*- ho-* 92ho*- h+-* 92ho*- ho-* 

-2 2 l.ILa 2 l.ILa- 2 2 l.ILa 2eLa- 2 2 eLa 2 l.ILa- 2 2 eLa 2eLa 

2 2 2 2 
+92 h+*h+-* - + 92 h+*h+-* - + 92 ho*ho-* - + 92 ho*ho-* -4 2 2 l.ILnl.ILa 4 2 2 eLaeLa 4 2 2/.ILnl.ILa 4 2 2e£ne£n 

2 2 2 2 
_ 92 h+*ux h+u*x _ 92 h+*ux hod*x _ 92 ho*dx h+u*X. _ 92 ho*dx .hod*x 

2 2 Li 2 Li 2 2 Li 2 Li 2 2 Lt 2 Lt 2 2 Lt 2 Lt 

2 2 2 2 
+92 h+*h+u*xux. + 92 h+*h+J*xJx. + 92 ho*hou*xux. _ 92 ho*hod*xJx. 

4 2 2 Lt Lt 4 2 2 Lt Lt 4 2 2 Lt Lt 4 2 2 Lt Lt 

2 2 2 2 
92 -* -x - -*x 92 -* -y - d-*Y 92 -* d-y - -*Y 92 -* d-y - d-*Y 

-21.1LaUL1 liLaULj- 2/.ILauLjeLa Lj- 2eLa Ljl.ILauLJ- 2e£n LjeLa Lj 

2 2 2 2 
92 -* - -*x -x 92 -* - d-*xd-x 92 -* - -*x -x 92 -* - d-*xd-x 

+4vLal.ILauLjuLj + 4/.ILal.ILa Lj Lj + 4eLaeLauLjuLj + 4eLaeLa Lj Lj 

2 2 2 2 2 
93 -*X -v -*V -x + 93 ii,*Yij,Y .ii,*VUV .- 93 d*X.dV .d,*v.Jx + 93 d*Yd,Y d*V Jv 93 -*X -v -*V -x 

-4ULiULiULjULj 12 Lt Lt LJ LJ 4 Lt Lt LJ LJ 12 Li Lt Lj Lj-4URiURiURjURj 

2 2 2 2 
93 -*Y -y -*V -v 93 d-*Xd-V d-*V d-X 93 d-*Y Ju d-*V d-V 93 -*X -v -*V -x + 12 URiURiURjURj - 4 Ri Ri Rj Rj + 12 RiuRi Rj Rj - 4ULiULiURjURj 

2 2 2 2 
93 -*x-x -*v -v 93 -*x-v d*vJx 93 -*x-x d*Vdv 93J*xJv -*v -x + 12 ULiULiURjURj - 4ULiULi Rj Rj + 12 ULiULi Rj Rj- 4 Li LiURjURj 

2 2 2 2 
+ 93 d*LxJxL.ii,R*VuvR. - 93 d*LxJvl.d*RvJxR. + 93 d*Lx_JxL.d*RvJvR. - 93 uR*X.ii,vR.ii,L*v.ii,xL. 

12 t t J J 4 t A J J 12 t t J J 4 t l J J 

2 2 2 2 

+ 93 -*X -x -*v -v 93 -*X -v d-*Vd-x + 93 -*X -x d-*Vd-v 93 -*X -v d-*V d-x 

12 URiURiULjULj - 4URiURi Lj Lj 12 URiURi Lj Lj - 4URiURi Rj Rj 
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B.lO Soft Breaking terms 

(h*) -*Yh0* -y (h*) d-*Yh+* -y h* -* -* - h'* -* d-* d-* - u ij ULi 2 URj + u ij Li 2 URj - o:{3kl/Lo:eL{3eRk- o:jkl/Lo: Lj Rk 

+h'* -* -* d* 
1 

h"* -*xJz Jz b* -* h0* b* -* h+* o:jkeLo:ULj Rk- 2Exyz ijkULi Rk Rk + o:I/Lo: 2 - o:eLo: 2 

1 ~ 1 ~~ 1 -
+2M1BB + M2W+W_ + 

2
M2W0W0 + 

2
M3GRGR 

1 ::;;c::;;c -=--=- 1 - - 1 - -
+2M; BB+ M2W +W _ + 

2
M2W0W 0 + 

2
M;GRGR 

B.ll Gauge Fixing terms 
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Appendix C 

:Jt-MSSM Lagrangian: Mass Basis 

In Section 3 we have defined the basis in which the sneutrino vevs are zero, and we 

apply this rotation to the whole chiral superfield .C. We choose the basis in the quark 

sector as follows. We rotate the four quark superfields to a basis where both ,X,~ij and 

(Yu )ij are diagonal 

(C-1) 

By absorbing a rotation matrix into the Lagrangian parameters, one can write down 

the superpotential (2.20) as 

W 1 , ra.cbE- + ,, .ClQ2xD-x ,, K* .C2QlxD-x .caH b == 2,cab/'c:x/3jJ..-a /3 j Aaij a i j - /\akj ik a i j - Cabf-ta a 2 

(C-2) 
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where ,\~Jk and (Yu )ij are diagonal matrices and £} (£2
) is the neutrino (electron) 

component of the SU(2) doublet. The charged current part of the Lagrangian, 

(C-3) 

diagrammatically reads (in Weyl spinor notation) as, 

(C-4) 

with Kij = z~LkizdLkj being the CKM matrix. We rotate all fields in the basis where 

sneutrino vevs are zero. Then the soft supersymmetry breaking terms are, 

(C-5) 

where Bo. is the four-component bilinear term Bo. = (B0 , Bi) and h, h' are trilinear 

soft breaking couplings. 

In the following sections, we bring together terms of the same form, containing 

interaction states which mix. We first collect bilinear terms: the kinetic terms and 

mass terms, which determine the mixing between the fields which carry the same 

quantum numbers after the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry oc-

curs. 
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<Pt v,. 
: iBrs0"1' (Jo or .B I' 

iArst ll{j 
- t rsO"a/3 

Tiro 1/J~ TJr 1/Js 

fr /J 

<Pt Vp 

A* J(J t rst o 
. ·B• -!J.(Jo . t rsa or ·B• 11. - t rsaa(J 

1/J .• ,j 1/J, TJr 

fr /J 

Figure C.l: Vertices on the left arise from Ly = ArstcPt'l/Jsrtr+A;stcP;ibsiJr and vertices 

on the right arise from £ = Brsibsifi-IVJ.Lrtr + B;siJrifJ.LV;'l/Js· 

For the mass terms, we present the mass matrices and define the rotation matr-

cies which describe the transformation between the 'interaction' eigenstates and the 

'mass' eigenstates. 

For interaction terms, we gather the appropriate terms and display the Feynman 

rule for the vertex in terms of Lagrangian parameters and rotation matrices. In 

Fig. C.l, we manner in which Feynman rules for Weyl fermions are defined. In the 

following Feynman rules we only note the rule for ingoing Weyl fermions for scalar-

fermion-fermion vertices and one example for each gauge boson-fermion-fermion ver-

tex. In each case, however all the combinations shown in Fig. C.l exist. 
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C.l Kinetic Terms for Gauge Bosons 

-~(a Z -a Z ) (a11 zv- av Zll) - _!_a Z 11a zv 4 /-1 V V /-1 2~ /-1 V 

-~(a w+- a w+) (a11w-v- avw-11) -~a w+lla w-v 2 /-IV Vf-1 ~f-1 V 

-~(a Q(R)- a Q(R)) (allQ(R)v- avQ(R)Il) - _1 a Q(O.)f.la Q(O.)v 
4 /-1 V V f-1 26 /-1 V 

C. 2 Kinetic Terms for Scalars 

+a -*Xaf-1-X +a d-*Xaf-ld-X +a -x af-1-*X +a d-X af-ld-*X 11 U Li U Li 11 Li Li 11 U Ri U Ri 11 Ri Ri 

C. 3 Kinetic Terms for Colour less Fermions 

C.4 Kinetic Terms for Quarks/Gluino 

;::.(R) ~() 
+iG o-11a G R 11 
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C. 5 Kinetic Terms for Ghosts 

C.6 Mass Terms for Gauge Bosons 

From these terms we see that the masses given to the vector bosons are as follows: 

2 M2 9i ( 2 2) 2 9i 2 2 M A = 0 , z = -
4 2 v0 +vu , M = - ( v + v ) cw w 4 0 u . 

C.7 Mass Terms for Neutral Scalars 

+hghg { _116 (92 + 9i)v~ + 116~(l + 9i)v~} 

+hg*hg* { _116 (92 + 9i)v~ + 116~(l + 9i)v~} 

-* - { 1 ( 2 2)( 2 2)0 1 ( 2 2) 2 1 ( 2 2) 2 * ( 2) +vLaYLf3 +8 9 + 92 Vu- Vo af3- 8 9 + 92 Vo0oa0of3- 8~ 9 + 92 Vo0oa0o[3- f-Laf-Lf3- me_ af3. 

+i/Lai/Lf3 { - 1

1

6 (9
2 + 9i)v5ooaOof3 + 1

1

6 ~(92 + 9i)v5ooa0of3} 

-* -* { 1 ( 2 2) 20 O 1 C( 2 2) 20 0 } +vLavLf3 -
16 

9 + 92 Vo Oa 0{3 + 16 ~, 9 + 92 Vo Oa 0{3 
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We have moved to the basis in which sneutrino vevs vanish £ ~ U £, as described 

in Section. 3. As such, the sector decouples into exact CP-odd and CP-even mass 

eigenstates, 

where 

and 

Reh6 

£ :J - ( Re h6 Re iho Re i/Li ) Z~Z~M~ZRZk Re i/Lo 

RevLi 

M~= 

M 2 = 2B0 

A sin 2,8 ' 

where MA is the value the lightest CP-odd neutral scalar would have in the R-parity 

conserving limit. The rotation matrix is then given by 

i = 1, ... 3 . 
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where 

Imh6 

£ :::) - ( Im h6 Im zho Im i!Li ) Z~Z1MiZAZ~ Im i!Lo 

lmi!Lj 

Mi= 

i = 1, ... 3. 

C.8 Mass Terms for Charged Scalars 

-* h+* ( 1 \ * ) -eRj 2 - .y2"'aojJ-laVo 

-eLaht ( ba + 9] (1- ~)vuVodoa) 

- -* ( * ( 2 ) 1 ( 2 2) ( 2 2) ~ -eLae£{3 l-lal-l{3 + ml {3a+ B 92 - 9 Vu- Vo Uaf3 

+ ~ ( ~ + 1 )vodoa Do[3 + ~A oak A~f3k Vo) 
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where, 

M~ cos2 (3 + M~ cos2 (3 +~M~ sin2 (3 M~ sin (3 cos (3 + M~ (1 - ~)sin (3 cos (3 

M~ sin (3 cos (3 + M~(l- ~) sin(3 cos (3 M~ sin2 (3 +~M~ cos2 (3 +M~ sin2 (3 

~ ~t~(3 

Bi ~AomlJ.l:n Vd 

Bitan(3 ~AomlJ.l:nVu 

M?bij- Mfv cos2 2(3 bij + !>-oim>.o1mv~ ~(- \~11 J.t~Vu + hojlvd) 

~(- >.~11 J.taVu + h011vd) ( m~c) lk +(M~- M~) cos2 2(3 blk + !>-oml>.Omkv~ 

C.9 Mass terms for down-type squarks 
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Mass terms and rotation matrices for down-type squarks arise from the following 

terms in the Lagrangian: 

p,q=1, ... ,6 (C-6) 

where 

Recall that A.~km = Yok Okm are diagonal down-quark Yukawa couplings. 

C.IO Mass terms for up-type squarks 

£:::) ~u~~u£j ( + (m~) ij + ~ (Yu)jk (Yu):k v~ + (~:- ~ )(v~- v5)oij) 

-u~uL ( + ~ (hu)ji vu- ~ (Yu )ji f.l~Vo) 

-*Y-Y ( 1 (h*) 1 (Y, )* ) -uLiuRj + J2 u ij Vu- J2f.lo u ij Vo 
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The mass terms for up-type squarks are 

p,q=1, ... ,6, (C-7) 

where, 

Recall that (Yu )ij = Yui 8ij are diagonal up quark Yukawa couplings. 

C.ll Mass terms for quarks 

i = 1, ... 3. (C-8) 
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C.12 Mass terms for neutrino-neutralino 

1 --9--9 -
.C ::J -2M1 ( -iB)( -iB) - 2vuhg( -iB) + 2vovL0 ( -iB) 

1 M ( ·wo)( ·wo) 92 ( ·wo)h-o 92 ( ·wo) h-o -- 2 -1. -1. +-Vu -1. 2- -Vo -1. VLO + J-laVLet 2 
2 2 2 

1 ~ ~ 9 ==0 ~ 9 ~ 
-2/vJ;(iB)(iB)- 2vuh2(iB) + 2voDL0 (iB) 

1 ....:::..-0 ....:::..-0 92 ....:::..-0 == 0 92 ....:::..-0 == 0 
-2M;(iW )(iW ) + 2 vu(iW )h2 - 2 v0 (iW )DLo + J-l~DL0h2 

-iB 

-iW0 

-H.c. 

-iB 

1 ( -= -2 -iB 
-iW0 

+H.c. 

p,q=1, ... 7. (C-9) 

where 

M1 0 !l. 2Vu -~voOo/3 

0 M2 
_rn_v 9,]-voOo/3 

MN= 
2 u 

(C-10) 
!l. _91.v 0 - 1-"13 2Vu 2 u 

-~voOoa 91. 8 
2 Vo Oet -!-let Oa/3 
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C.13 Mass terms for charged lepton-chargino 

~ ~ 1 ~- 1 ~ 
-M2( -iW+)( -il-11-)- ..j2g2vu( -iW-)ht- ..j2g2vo( -iW+)eLO 

- 1 ~+ ~-

-p,aeLaht + ..J2)..aojVOeLaeRj- M;(iW )(iW ) 

1 ~- ;;;+ 1 ~+ ;;;+ 1 
- ..J2g2vu(iW )h2 - ..J2g2vo(iW )eLo- p,:eLah2 + ..J2>.:01 voeLaen1 

~+ 

iW 

h,+ 
2 

~+ 

iW 

( ilV- eLa ) Z~Z~M~Z~zr h; 
enk 

p, q = 1, ... 5 (C-11) 

where 

(C-12) 

C.14 Mass terms for gluino 
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C.l5 Fermi on-Fermi on-Photon interactions 

--'--+ - --'--- -
+g2sw w (jll AJl w+ - 92Sw w a11 AJl w-

"";; 
. -Jl{J -zeCJ qr 

r;,;: All 
,+ 

q 

iea11 0qr 

-+ 
K,r 

All 
ULj 

2ie allfJ .. 
3 l] 

ilLi 
All 
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C.18 Fermion-Fermion-Gluon interactions 
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C.46 Squark - Gluino - Quark interactions 
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Appendix D 

Summary of rotation martrix 

definitions 

We draw together the definitions of the rotation matrices, which describe the trans-

formation from interaction basis to mass eigenbasis, as determined by the forms of 

the mass matrices. 
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Quarks 

where 'primed' fields are the quarks in the interaction basis and 'unprimed' fields 

give the fields in the mass basis. 
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Appendix E 

Courant-Fischer theorem 

Consider A an n x n, hermitian matrix, with real eigenvalues )11 ~ ..\ 2 ~ ... ~ An 

and U defined such that 

(E-1) 

Consider two subspaces; F is the subspace spanned by the basis vectors { e1 , ... , ei} 

and V an unspecified subspace which has dimension (n- i + 1). Sv is the set of all 

unit vectors in V. S~ is the set of all unit vectors which live in both F and V. 

Consider a particlular V and any unit vector from S~, y 

i i 

yt Dy = 2::= AiYjYi ~ ..\i 2::= yjyi = Ai for any unit vector in S~ (E-2) 
j=l j=l 

It is possible to find the specific y from S~ which gives the greatest value for yt Dy 

and as all the elements of S~ also appear in Sv, it is clear that 

max max 

Sv { y t Dy} ~ S~ { y t Dy} ~ ..\i (E-3) 

Now, each possible V is considered and the specific V which gives the lowest value 
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max 

for Sv {yt Dy} is selected. 

(E-4) 

V is defined to be the subspace spanned by all the basis vectors orthogonal to 

{ e 1, ... , ei- 1}. Sv is the set of unit vectors in V. Consider y, a unit vector from 

s-v 

n n 

for any unit vector in Sv (E-5) 
j=i j=i 

As ally satisfy this relation, the particular y which gives the greatest value for yt Dy 

satisfies 

(E-6) 

Noting that V is a specific V and comparing with (E-4) 

(E-7) 

The process can be repeated, choosing F to be the subspace spanned by {ei+1, ... , n} 

and V to be the subspace orthogonal to {ei+1, ... , n}. To obtain 

It is now possible to perform a basis rotation y = ut x, leaving 

min max t 
Vn-i+1Sv {x Ax} 

maxmin 

ViSv {xtAx} A· l 
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(E-9) 

(E-10) 



E .1 Inter laced eigenval ues 

Consider two hermitian matrices; A, n x n with eigenvalues A1 ~ A2 ... ~ An and B, 

(n + 1) x (n + 1) with eigenvalues (31 ~ (32 ~ ... ~ f3n+l· 

utAu 1J = diag(AI,A2,· .. ,An) V~ ( ~ :) 
(; :) E = vtBv = ( D utc) B (E-ll) 

ctu a 

The eigenvalues of B are equal to those of B as the transformation is unitary. 

Consider an i-dimension subspace, F, defined as being the space spanned by 

basis vectors { e1, ... , ei} where i ~ n. Choose any unit vector, x, which lives in this 

subspace, then find the x which gives the smallest value for xt Ex 

i i 

xtEx = L AJxjxJ ~ Ai L:x;xJ (E-12) 
j=l j=l 

Using the Courant-Fischer theorem for (3i, noting F is a particlular V and comparing 

with (E-12) shows 

(3 . >A· t - t (E-13) 

Consider an (n- i)-dimensional subspace, T, defined to be the subspace spanned by 

{ ei-l, ... , en}. Choose any unit vector which lives in the su bspace, x. 

n 

xt Ex= L A1xjxj 
j=i-1 

n 

< Ai-l L xjxJ 
j=i-1 

(E-14) 

Using the Courant-Fischer theorem for (3i, noting T is a specific V and comparing 
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with (E-14) gives 

(E-15) 

Consider a 1-dim subspace, K which spans {en} and any unit vector in this subspace 

X. 

(E-16) 

Using the Courant-Fischer theorem for f3i implies 

Combining the results 

(E-17) 
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Appendix F 

Self-energy one-loop corrections 

We now proceed in calculating the general self energies of (5.1,5.2). The 1PI self 

energy, L:;D, obtains corrections from diagrams which have either gauge particles 

or scalar particles in the loop. The scalar contributions for general scalar-fermion 

vertices iAqrs and iBprs is 

(F-1) 

where m1/JT7r denotes the physical mass of the mass eigenstate which is composed 

out of the interaction eigenstates '1/Jr and T/r· The corresponding neutrino self energy 

arising from vector boson contributions with generic vertices iCqrifll and iDqrifll is 
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Cqr "'o _ _..... 
q 

iDprCqrml/JTJr ( 27r;:~4-D { (~ + 3)Bo(m~g' m~, m~TJJ + 

+ (~- 1)~m~C0 (0, m~g' m~g' m~, ~m~, m~TJJ} , (F-2) 

where~ is the gauge fixing parameter, mv is the mass of the vector boson and B0 , C0 

are the Passarino-Veltman functions [90] in the notation of Ref. [91], 

(27r )4/14-D J dD k 1 
i1r2 (27r)D (k 2 - m~) ([q + kj2- m~) ' 

(F-3) 

(27r)4/14-D J dDk 1 
i1r2 (27r )D (k2 - m~) (k2 -~m~) ([q + kj2 - m~) · 

Finally, self energy corrections to the Weyl fermion kinetic terms read as 

</Js 

. 2 
...,L ( 2 ) 'A* A z1r B ( 2 2 2 ) 
upq m~tg = 'l prs qrs (27r)4/14-D 1 m~tg' ml/Jr' m'Ps ' 

(F-5) 

and 

{ -(~+1)Bo(m~o, m~, m~. )-2BI(m~o, m~, m~.) q 'f/r q 'f'r 
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(F-4) 



(F-6) 

where B 1 , C2 are defined in [91]. 
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Appendix G 

One-loop calculation for radiative 

decays 

In this appendix, details of the calculation of the radiative decay of charged leptons 

are presented. 

We first consider all terms which are proportional to the product AiksBjks, where 

A is the Feynman rule associated with the eL-fermion-scalar vertex and B is the rule 

associated with the ewfermion-scalar vertex. Terms of this nature arise from seven 

diagrams. Two diagrams where the photon is attached to the internal fermion G.l; 

one diagram where the photon is attached to the scalar in the loop G.2; and four 

diagrams where the photon vertex appears on an external leg G.3. 

We assume that m1 « mi « m'P, mvn where mi is the mass of the initial state 

lepton, m1 is the mass of the final state lepton, m'P is the mass of the scalar in the 

loop, and m1/J is the mass of the fermion in the loop. We further impose that the 

initial and final state particles are on-shell, q2 = m?, (p- q )2 = m] and p2 = 0, where 
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i.{Js i.{Js 
,. ........... .......... 

" .... " .... \ \ 

,0k \ ,0k \ 
eLi eRj eLi eRj 

Aiks T/k Aiks T/k Biks 

Figure G .1: Two diagrams with the photon attached to the internal fermi on which 

give a contribution proportional to AiksBjks 

Figure G.2: The diagram with the photon attached to the internal scalar which gives 

a contribution proportional to AiksBjks 

Figure G.3: One of the diagrams with the photon attached to the external leg which 

give a contribution proportional to AksBjks· The photon can be attached to the other 

leg, and the arrow on the initial/final state fermion can be reversed for each leg. 
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pis the photon momentum and q is the momentum of the inital state fermion. Under 

these conditions, we write down the contributions for the seven Feynman diagrams. 

The contribution from the diagrams where the photon is attached to the internal 

fermion is given by, 

(G-1) 

The contribution from the diagram where the photon is attached to the internal 

scalar is given by, 

(G-2) 

Finally, the contribution from attaching the photon to the external leg is given by, 

. j d4 k [ y(p-q)[a·Ea·q]x(q) 
zM3 = AksBJks[Q1/J + Q'P]m1/J (2n)4 (mr _ m])(k2 _ m~)([k _ qj2 _m~) 

y(p- q) [a· ea· q] x(q) ] 
+(m]- m;)(k2 - m~)([k- q + pj2- m~) · 

(G-3) 

To evaluate these contributions we determine the integrand as a Taylor series. Under 

the assumption p2
, q2 << m~, m~, we can expand expressions as follows, 

1 1 2p . k 4 ( k . p) 2 p2 

(k2 - m~)([k- pj2- m~)= AB+ AB2 + AB3 - -AB-2 

4(k. p)p2 8(k. p)3 

- .AB3 + AB4 ' 
(G-4) 

and, similarly, 

1 1 2p. k 2q. k 

(k2 - m~)([k- p] 2 - m~)([k- qj2- m~) = A2B + }P B + A2 B2 

p 2 4(p. k) 2 q2 4(q. k) 2 4(k. p)(k. q) 
- A3 B + A4 B - A 2 B 2 + A 2B3 + A3B2 ' (G-S) 
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where A = k2 
- m~ and B = k2 - m;. 

Expanding the contributions M 1,2,3 in this manner gives, 

where <I> = k2 -m~ and IJ! = k2 -m~. We can evaluate integrals of this form 

using the following change of variables, 

Before deriving explicit expressions for integrals of this form, we note that rela-

tions between such integrals can be produced by employing integration by parts, 

J d
4 k k2 r-oo du 1 u 2 

(2rr)4 <I>2 1J!2 =- } 0 (4rr) 2 (u + m~)2 (u + m~) 2 

r-oo du -2u2 2u J d4k 2k2 2 
=- } 0 (4rr)2 (u + m~)(u + m~)3 + (u + m~)(u + m~)2 =- (2rr)4 <I>IJ!3 + <I>IJ! 2 ' 

Finally, we note the explicit form of two particular integrals of this type. 

J d
4 k k2 r-oo du u 2 

(21r) 4 A2B2 =- } 0 (2rr)4 (u + a) 2 (u + b)2 

r-oo du -2ab ( 1 1 ) a 2 1 b2 1 
=- } 0 (21r) 2 (b- a) 3 u +a - u + b + (b- a) 2 (u + a) 2 + (b- a) 2 (u + b) 2 
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2ab [ b] 
= ( b - a )3 ln -;; 

b a 
(b- a) 2 (b- a) 2 · 

Similarly, it can be shown that, 

Combining all these results allows us to write down a contribution to the following 

effective Lagrangian, 

where the contribution to AR is, 

1 [ m~k +m~. 2m~km~. [m</>.] l 
+ 2(4n)2AiksBjksQ</>.m1/Jk - 2(m~k- m~.)2 + (m~"'- m~J3 ln m1/Jk . 

We now consider contributions proportional to B;ksB)ks, which also contribute 

to AR. Terms proportional to AjksB;ks and AjksAiks contribute to A£. Again, we 

consider the contributions from diagrams in which the photon is attached to the 

fermion in the loop, M 4 , the scalar in the loop, M 5 , and the external legs, M 6 and 

expand as before, giving, 
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and, 

We use integration by parts in a similar manner as before to determine three 

further relations between integrals of this form, 

One further explicit expression must also be determined, 

Combining these results gives a contribution to the branching ratio in the form. 
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It can be seen that the terms proportional to AjksB;ks and AjksAiks take the same 

form as AiksBjks and B;ksBjks, respectively. As such, the result for AL can be seen 

immediately to be, 

1 * [mt - 5m~k m~. - 2m~k m~. mt [ mi/J.]] 
- 2(47r)2AjksAiksQI/J.mi 12(m~k- m~.)3 - (m~k- m~J4 ln m1/Jk . 

Finally, we calculate the resulting branching ratio of the process. The effective 

vertex is given by, 

from which it follows that the matrix element takes the form, 

The matrix element is then squared, averaging over inital spin states to give, 

The general result for the decay A __. 1 + 2 is given by [92], 
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where PJ is the momentum of a final state particle in the centre-of-mass frame. For 

the radiative decay of charged leptons, the resulting branching ratio is given by, 

It is convenient to present this in terms of the following branching ratio [92], 

resulting in the following expression for the decay rate li - lj/, 
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